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“NOW, CREATIVE
ASSEMBLY IS TRYING
SOMETHING NEW”
True to name, the 18-year-old
Total War series has brought us
a totality of war—from 15th
century Japan to a fantasy
universe full of rats. Now,
Creative Assembly is trying
something new. Thrones of
Britannia is the first Total War
Saga: a new series that offers
more focused, in-depth action
around a specific area and time
period. The first is Britain in
the 9th century.
PHIL SAVAGE
Specialist in
PC Gamer, intros
Twitter
@Octaeder
This month
Missed a trick by not
wearing an actual crown
to this year’s PC Gamer
Weekender.

Here in the mag, we’re also trying something
different. We’ve refreshed the Monitor section
with some new regular features. Get in touch
and let us know if you like the new look.

TA LK TO
PC GAMER
Have your say!
Email us at letters@
pcgamer.com
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Specialist in
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This month
Conquered Creative
Assembly’s home turf to
bring us this month’s
cover feature.

This month
Went exploring for
upcoming indie games
and uncovered In the
Valley of Gods.

This month
Summoned Swen Vinke
from the depths to learn
all about the making of
Divinity: Original Sin II.

This month
Toured medieval Europe
looking for a bed. A lesser
editor would make an ‘and
in the game’ joke.
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THRONES OF
BRITANNIA

DIVINITY:
PREBUILT
ORIGINAL SIN II PCs RATED

Tom Senior marches on Creative
Assembly and demands audience
with Total War Saga’s creators.

Fraser Brown travels to Larian
Studios to find out how our
favorite game of 2017 was made.

Don’t want to build your own? Ed
Chester tracks down the best offthe-shelf PCs.

MONITOR
NEWS | OPINION | DEV ELOPMENT

Takeshi Aramaki and
Kenichi Shida talk
Final Fantasy XV.

GAME TIME
Thank you to everyone who joined us for the PC Gamer Weekender

S

aturday was my big
chance to investigate the
Weekender show floor.
First up was Candleman:
The Complete Journey.
I’m a sucker for a pretty 3D
platformer, so I spent a pleasing
chunk of time igniting my little
avatar sparingly to give bursts of
visibility, looking for fellow candles
to light and objects to interact with.
Biomutant was also on the must-play
list. I’ll admit that in retrospect this
was because I’d conflated it with a
different game, but I was surprised
by my own competence with this
curious action RPG. I set my furry
8
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avatar to be a hench pink and green
monstrosity, then set about using my
sword and gun to rampage through
the world, exploiting an intimidating
array of combos.
I also dropped by the Omen by
HP Bootcamp section to see Marcus
‘Realzx’ Vining. I met him frequently

I SET MY FURRY
AVATAR TO BE A
HENCH PINK AND
GREEN MONSTROSITY

when he was a professional Smite
player. More recently he represented
the UK at the Overwatch World Cup,
hence offering words of wisdom to
esports hopefuls as part of the
Bootcamp. I found myself trying to
strike that balance between learning
useful things to help me play better
and trying to remain ignorant of how
bad my current playstyle is.
Real Farm was another game that
caught my eye. I’m not usually one
for simulator games, but apparently
the appeal of hitching a big old
plough to a vehicle was too strong to
resist. You really do learn something
new about yourself when you go to
these events.

R E M E DY R E T U R N

CACTUS HACK

E L I T E B E AT

P9

FINAL FANTASY XV

ELITE DANGEROUS

Written by Sam Lake,
it’s a “cinematic third-person
action game” set in a
“Remedy-created universe”
that it claims offers a “long-lasting
experience”. AK

At last month’s PC Gamer
Weekender, Square Enix
teased new mods via civilian
Cactuars. I can’t wait to
see what its community comes
up with. JD

Elite Dangerous’s third
season, Beyond, will be free
to players. The focus is on
“community-requested
enhancements”. I’m looking forward to
seeing it improve even further. PS

Highs & Lows

HIGHS
Phoenix Point
Julian Gollop’s X-Com spiritual
successor looks great, and was one
of the highlights of this year’s PC
Gamer Weekender.

Two Point Hospital
Also at the Weekender, this spiritual
successor to Theme Hospital is
looking like a fine evolution.

Assassin’s Creed Origins
The educational Discovery mode is a
great way to explore Ubisoft’s world.

ABOVE, TOP:
Automaton’s James
Thompson reveals
400-player battle
royale, Mavericks:
Proving Ground.
ABOVE, BOTTOM:
Weekender visitors
getting stuck in with
the wealth of games
on offer.

After a disastrous start where I couldn’t work out how
to use the plough and then accidentally ploughed part of
the road, I managed to furrow that field like a total boss.
Sort of. Look, I made enough ridges that the tutorial was
happy with me, okay?

THERMAL PASTE FACTS
Sunday morning had a more relaxed vibe, as I wasn’t
chugging game demos like they were red cups at a party
(I have never been to a party), so I headed over to the PC
Workshop to watch the basic PC building session. It was
like watching a synchronized swimming display except
with PC components (I have never been to a swimming
pool). I particularly enjoyed the stern warnings about
where thermal paste should and shouldn’t go.
Then it was time for my panel hosting duties. I had
Cobalt WASD (2D Counter-Strike with grappling hooks)
and Minecraft (which attracted every child in a creeper
hoodie from miles around), plus a visitor from an adjacent
stage—Matt Syrett—who used our screen for a talk on
being a game artist for hire. Capping it all off was a live
PC Gamer UK podcast recording where we just chatted
about nice things which had happened. And adding
permadeath to Football Manager. See you next year!
Philippa Warr

Destiny 2
We’re on a break from this right now,
although the roadmap hints that
welcome tweaks are incoming.

“No Loot Boxes”
Some publishers now announce
their games won’t have
microtransactions for marketing
points. But is your game good?

Red Dead Redemption 2
We still don’t know if it’s coming to
PC. Will it? Won’t it? Tell us, Rockstar.

LOWS
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Special
Report
P C G I N V E S T I G AT E S

The music is
performed live so the
score had to be
stripped out of the
tour build.

CONCERTED EFFORTS

Caption goes in
here x xx xx xx x xx
x

How The Chinese Room rebuilt DEAR ESTHER for a live tour

T

he Chinese Room cofounder and
composer Jessica Curry summarizes her
initial pitch for a live performance of Dear
Esther in a typically humorous manner:
“I’ve had this possibly really bad and
commercially unviable idea—how would you feel about
it?!” She was speaking with the Barbican’s
Contemporary Music Programmer, Chris Sharp.

stripped from the game. “I thought it can’t be that hard but
you know what it’s like with game development—you
change one thing and everything starts crashing around
you!” says Curry. The game was five years old by then, and
The Chinese Room had to relearn the processes and
idiosyncracies of the original in order to tweak it. “The QA
involved in that was massive, because so many
dependencies had changed,” explains Curry.

The idea came during a Film, Archive, and Music Lab
(FAMLAB) week Curry was attending. “They were
talking about composers and how they work with silent
film in terms of putting that into a concert experience,”
she says. She began to ponder that in relation to her
expertize in videogame music.
Sharp has previously summed up the Barbican’s work
as ‘Slightly Insane Ideas Made Reality’, so Curry’s
proposal would seem a perfect fit for that remit. “They
were amazing from start to finish,” she says of the
Barbican. “They were really creatively on board with it,
but also incredibly practical, because what we quickly
discovered is that it was technically really challenging.”
One of the key challenges was that the live performance
would require Dear Esther to be rebuilt. The most obvious
reasons are that, for a live show with live narration and
music, the existing music and narration needed to be

REWIRED
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The conductor and actor also needed the game to provide
cues for the different pieces of music or segments of script
required. That meant re-evaluating how the tripwires in
the game—the triggers for things like segments of
dialogue—worked. In the original game, the idea is that
you get a different experience each time you play because
there are a huge number of possible permutations.
That’s fine when you have code handling those
responses. When it’s a human on stage, the limitations are
different. Fellow Chinese Room cofounder Dan Pinchbeck
thus needed to create a version of the script which catered
to the limits of a human performer and to the fact that
attendees would likely only attend one performance.
I ask about the logistics of the tripwires given you’d
need to factor in a few extra seconds for a human to
respond to a prompt from the game. “Now you’re

What is
Dear
Esther?
Dear Esther is a
first-person
experience which
lets you explore a
lonely island. As
you explore, you
trigger a
narrative made
from various
letter fragments
written to a
person called
Esther. The
narrative itself
drifts between
elements of
folklore, religion,
personal medical
history, a fatal
crash, and more.
Sometimes
these form
comprehensible
segments, but
other times they
become
entangled and
ambiguous.

FAR LEFT: Curry’s
score sounds
different each
night thanks to
variations in each
performance space.
LEFT: Lighting and
positioning the player
has been an ongoing
challenge. Here,
they’re on the right
hand side, with
screens not visible to
the audience.

DE AR ESTHER’S VARIOUS FORMS

The journey from mod to stage show

2008: HALF-LIFE 2 MOD

2012: INDEPENDENT GAME

2017: LANDMARK EDITION

2016-2018: LIVE TOUR

Dear Esther started as a Half-Life 2 mod
— part of Dan Pinchbeck’s research at
the University of Portsmouth.

Robert Briscoe began an overhaul of the
mod in 2009. Over the following years it
became a standalone game.

This version offered dev commentary,
remastered audio, a switch from Source
engine to Unity 5 and more.

The live version of the game features a
new build of the game, live narration,
and a live performance of the score.

beginning to understand the fresh hell I led everybody
into!” laughs Curry.
It wasn’t just figuring out cues and removing elements
of audio. Invisible walls had to be added a week before the
initial show to prevent the player falling off cliffs during a
performance. There was also a long discussion about
whether to keep or remove the game’s loading screens.
Curry tells me it was a conscious choice to leave the
loading screens in. The idea was “to not apologize for it
being a game” and instead to celebrate it. That’s how it
worked for me, but others found it jarring. It’s a peculiarly
technological moment in a very human performance.
In general, decisions
about what to change and
how were governed by
whether they helped create
a live version of the existing
game experience rather
than a separate, perhaps
more theatrical, entity.
That said, in game form
Curry had been able to exert absolute control over how
Dear Esther sounded at any given point. As a live
performance, she had to figure out how to separate out
the elements so they still worked cohesively, but could be
differentiated by the listeners. Each venue also introduced
differences to the sound, and the team had mere hours to
figure out how to adapt each night.
Having an experienced crew helped, as did a sound
engineer with both live expertize and a more detached
perspective: “Sometimes, because I knew the soundtrack
so well in my head, it was almost like I couldn’t hear a
new version of it,” Curry says.

CENTER STAGE
The human player is another performance element which
has changed over the tour. By the final UK date, the PC
monitors had gone from being side-on to facing the
audience, and the player was now lit in the same manner
as the musicians. Curry and the team are still tinkering
with that presentation for the international dates.
Live performance also introduces the possibility that
part of the show will break. As a result, there are two
projectors and two computers in place, plus a screenshot
to cut to in the event of some tech failure and emergency
music specifically written by Curry to cover downtime.
Stresses aside, the
resulting Dear Esther tour
has been a rewarding and
rejuvenating experience for
Curry. The close-knit team
offered a protective,
nurturing environment, and
the instant positive
feedback of a live audience
enthralled by her work has been a delight.
Whether the success here is transferrable to other live
games events is a difficult question. Dear Esther is about
75 minutes long, was made on a tight budget with one
narrator and few musicians, and is the product of a studio
that’s interested in removing traditional ‘play’ elements
from games. It’s suited to a live show in ways that
hundred-hour epics with action sequences and full
orchestral scores aren’t. Regardless, Dear Esther’s live tour
was a technologically fascinating and emotionally
rewarding experience.
Philippa Warr

“NOW YOU’RE BEGINNING TO
UNDERSTAND THE FRESH HELL I
LED EVERYBODY INTO”

MAY 2018
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POSTAL SURFACE
Even TACOMA’s parcels are packed with information. Fullbright’s Karla
Zimonka runs us through the key details. By Philippa Warr
MULTIPLE LAYERS

CORRECT ADDRESS

BY DESIGNATION

Various stamps give the impression of
the parcel having gone through a chain
of official processes and people to reach its
destination. Zimonja created these stamp
designs separately, then overlaid them onto
the label for the effect.

This label features a rare mention of
the space station Tacoma’s address:
1 Venturis Orbit. The address is a nod to
Apple HQ’s ‘Infinite Loop’ street which is
located on its California Campus. Apple’s
mailing address is thus ‘One Infinite Loop’.

The routing information section
required Zimonja to create a fictional
airport designation—FNP—for the game’s
space elevator, the Fountain of Paradise.
The other designation—SIN—is real, and
refers to Singapore Changi Airport,

REFERENCE MATERIAL

HIDDEN INFORMATION

WORTH NAMING

Customs documents, modern
4
shipping labels, older letters
bespattered with ink stamps, cargo forms,
customer information notices, and more
real-world artefacts informed the design of
this single element.

Both QR codes can be scanned for a
5
further layer of data. The ‘from’ code
adds the name of the employee who
checked the crate (Pearline Yukimura) while
the ‘to’ code confirms the contents of the
crate and their monetary value.

The company logo for Parcels
Universal makes just one appearance
in the game. The attention to detail in these
on-off assets is a testament to how invested
Zimonja is in getting the world to feel right
no matter where you look.

1

2

3

6

LEFT: One of the
many references for
the label design—this
one is a wealth of
official ink stamps,
postal stamps, and
informational
stickers.
BELOW: It’s not just
postal addresses—
shipping labels may
also contain legal and
procedural
information
regarding the
contents.

4

RIGHT: A selection of
customs stamps and
stickers showing
additional charges,
examinations, and
the placement of
postmarks.

MAY 2018
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Inside Dev
MAKING GAMES IS HARD

COMMON CONVERSATION
Why a wall of text is hard to build. By Xalavier Nelson Jr

I

t’s easy to think about dialogue within its
traditional role in other mediums; as the spoken
conversations characters have to flesh out
characterization, convey progression and
deliver exposition. Videogames defy this,
because everything from the pieces of the ground you
can walk on, to the dimensions of the text box that
appears on your screen,
have to be strictly defined.
To have a tangible effect
on a player, messages have
to be reinforced through
every aspect of a game,
down to the color, motion,
and speed of text. Despite
the complexity this
suggests, written dialogue in games offers potential for
narrative expression unlike any other medium.

of it. You’re gonna need to be concerned with stress
testing this system, as it becomes easier to make mistakes
in programming. The scope of a game with choice
multiplies so much, it’s like making multiple games.”
What can make this level of detail frustrating for an
unprepared developer is that, if you design a text or
choice interface well, the results are often invisible to
players. “Since you want
each element to fit
comfortably in the game,
this means designing the UI
in a way that reflects the
tone you’re trying to
achieve,” says Zenuel. “For
example, if you want your
game to give the sense that
choices are difficult and there are no right answers, then a
UI element showing some dialogue choices in red and
others in blue can give the wrong impression. Sometimes
this just requires a careful eye when doing the artwork,
but it also means that when designing everything after
that choice is made, you have to be careful with how that
branch plays out. Building interfaces is one of the hardest
things I’ve been tasked with doing, just because of how
many ways there are to convey information.”

“BUILDING INTERFACES IS ONE OF
THE HARDEST THINGS I’VE BEEN
TASKED WITH DOING”

X AL AVIER
NELSON JR
I’m a full-time
game writer and
narrative designer,
with credits inside
and out of gaming.
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“I’ve been using dialogue in my games a lot lately,” says
indie creator Zenuel. “It’s an often underappreciated
effort. You wouldn’t expect text in a game to be so divisive
or complex, but when done right it empowers every area
of a game, enriches even the smallest details and makes a
world feel like it knows you’re there. You get the chance
to forget you were ever anywhere else to begin with.”
However, such an effect requires significant work to
achieve, Zenuel admits. “You could write a basic dialogue
system and have it doing what you
need in almost no time. Honing it
into exactly what is required by your
game is where all of the work comes
in. Even a basic dialogue system asks
a ton of questions: Does your text all
show up at once for each text box?
Does it type itself out? Can you skip
that typing animation? How does the
game know when to [open and] close
the dialogue? Again [that’s] not even
approaching text animation,
character portraits, UI, audio, and all
of the technical questions you need to
answer for each.”
Things get even more tricky when
you introduce player choice. David
Stanley, the dev behind upcoming 2D
action-platformer Skelattack,
describes it like this: “You’ll have
outcomes that have an on/off switch attached. Reply a
certain way, or do a certain action, and the next relevant
bit of code is turned on and the game continues. You can
think of a [choice] as a tree branch, with twigs poking out

MAY 2018

KEEPING IT HIDDEN
Chris Tihor, developer of narrative adventure Mandatory
Upgrade: X Marks the Spot, notes that this call to make
design elements invisible can extend to something as
seemingly small as font choices. “I often find that you
know you’ve got it right when the player doesn’t notice
them,” says Tihor. “You have to pick something that feels
natural amidst the rest of the design.”
Michael van Diest is among the people attempting to
make the process of designing dialogue systems easier for
his peers. He creates tutorials and assets to this purpose
for the GameMaker engine. When I asked how he used
the results of this system to reinforce portions of his own
games, he linked me to a GIF from his upcoming game,
Ribbert’s Adventure. Here, simply making text shake or
vibrate conveyed surprise or shock just as well as detailed
animations, for a fraction of the development effort.
However, even the smallest text adjustments still do
require time and effort.
These statements are a glimpse into the work that
accompanies something that we take for granted.
However, as underappreciated as text boxes may be, it’s
still a somewhat known quantity. Next month, I’m going
to focus on the devs deviating from this tradition, and
experimenting with the edges of what form dialogue and
choice interfaces can take.

David Stanley’s
Skelattack features a
number of systems
that reinforce its
dialogue systems,
including an in-game
library that keeps
track of every ‘book’
you read throughout
the game.

FAR LEFT:
Undertale’s at times
fourth wall-breaking
dialogue urged
players to explore
NPC conversations at
a deep level.

DIALOGUE DESIGNS

DISCLAIMER As a professional developer, I am on friendly and/or working terms with parties mentioned in this piece.

LEFT: A Hat in Time’s
charming writing and
stylized text systems
make every
conversation a
unique, comedic
experience.

Here are four of the most common speech systems currently around

TEXT BOXES

THE DIALOGUE WHEEL

VISUAL NOVELS

INTERACTIVE FICTION

One of the oldest and potentially most
familiar dialogue systems around (as
well as the one most often replicated),
the humble text box can be seen in a
wide variety of genres, from
platformers, to RPGs, to puzzle games.

BioWare’s dialogue wheel changed the
way many players viewed, interacted
with and weighed the moral
consequences of their choices. So
much so, that BioWare patented its
radial system in 2007.

Its recent, surprising rise on Steam, the
free development tool Ren’Py, and the
relative accessibility of the genre (even
when incorporating more complex
elements) has made the Visual Novel
more prominent than ever before.

In the beginning was text. Description.
Dialogue. Choices. Everything. It was
the age of interactive fiction—and
thanks to games like those in the Choice
of Games catalogue, IF is again finding a
place in modern gaming.

MAY 2018
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NETWORK

CHALLENGE

PLAY 100 GAMES IN 2018
Clear your backlog and expand your horizons. Here’s what the team played this month
CROUCHING IN BUSHES

HUMONGOUS GAMES

S U R P R I S I N G LY G E N E R O U S

Phil Savage
Editor

Philippa Warr
Deputy Editor

Andy Kelly
Section Editor

returned to Shadow Tactics: Blades
of the Shogun this month. I loved
what I first played of the tactical
stealth game, but didn’t get very far. Now,
I’m determined to make it to the end. It’s
going to take a while. I spend most of my
time crouching in bushes, figuring out the
most efficient way to proceed.
I’m also enjoying Descenders. It’s an
arcade-style mountain biking game,
currently in Early Access, in which you
speed down procedurally generated levels
doing tricks and trying not to bail. It’s
perfect for playing in bitesize chunks.
Finally, I’ve spent a few hours with
Dynasty Warriors 9. I’m not a fan of the
series as such, but I do enjoy its action.
The open world just isn’t working for me,
though. It’s barren, and usually boring.
The first disappointment of my list.

his month has been an odd
mixture of humongous games,
which ended up swallowing
whole weeks, and tiny games which
occupied mere minutes. Subnautica was
probably the biggest of the big ongoing
projects, as it took a solid 50-hour chunk
of my time. No regrets, it’s fantastic!
More variable was a trip down
memory lane after I reinstalled Oblivion.
It’s still my favorite Elder Scrolls game but
I’ll admit that’s at least partly because it’s
flawed in interesting ways.
Grey Garden 9 was an in-browser
experimental gardening game which
occupied a pleasant few minutes, whereas
Aaron Oldenburg’s Islid seemed like an
attempt to make a digital version of Kurt
Hentschlager’s disorienting art
experience, ZEE.

I
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ishing: Barents Sea is a
commercial fishing sim set in the
Arctic Ocean, just off the coast of
Norway. I’ve never had any desire to set
nets or gut fish, but it’s such an unusual
premise that I just had to try it.
Continuing the simulator theme, Train
Sim World: CSX Heavy Haul is a game
about driving heavy duty cargo trains. But
I was more interested in the Great
Western Express DLC, which recreates
part of a route I’ve travelled many times in
the real world, from London to Reading.
I also found some time to start Path of
Exile, a generous free-to-play Diablo-style
dungeon crawler with a dizzying amount
of content. The download was an
eye-watering 77GB, thanks to years of free
updates, and more are on the way. I can
tell this is going to be a time sink.

Long plays to balance out smaller game snacking

1

2

SLIME RANCHER
A life sim about corraling and
crossbreeding rambunctious
slime critters in outer space.

LIFE IS STRANGE
Five episodes of teen drama.
The first is free so you can dip a
toe in before taking the plunge.

3

DOTA 2
This might take anywhere
between ten minutes and
100,000 hours of your life.

4

SUNLESS SEA
Boat-based pottering lets you
absorb Failbetter’s wonderfully
atmospheric stories.

5

THE WITNESS
Puzzles abound on this island.
Some will take seconds to solve
but others can take far longer.

Want to track your progress? Print out our checklist at www.bit.ly/pcgchallenge
18
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PREVIEW
Do enough killing, and London
will descend into chaos.

mename

A point-blank shot to the
head should stop a man dead.

20
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PREVIEW
Vampyr

NEED TO KNOW
RELEASE
June 5 2018

DEVELOPER
Dontnod Entertainment

PUBLISHER
Focus Interactive

VAMPYR
Taking a lethal stroll around a
dark and destitute London
ampyr is an elusive one, flitting on the
peripheries of our consciousness but
never quite showing its true form.
Dontnod’s action-RPG has looked
promising in the past. Set in London, England
during the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918, it
promises a reactive environment where no NPC is
off-limits. Now, finally, I’ve had a chance to play it.

V

LINK
www.vampyr-game.com

Searching for answers about who
turned Jonathan vampiric, I make for the
nearest drinking establishment. Inside, a
woman is cleaning blood off the floor, a
drunkard belches inane nothings, and the
barman asks my tipple. I’m introduced at
this point to two new functions. First, the
ability to suss out a character’s health
(how tasty their blood is, in other words).
And second, a screen that reveals each
character’s web of friends, relatives, and
so on, as you get to know them.
I push the barman to give me a lead for
the man I’m looking for. He also lets slip
about knowing the secrets of everyone
who passes through the bar, and that he
has a soft spot for Sabrina, the woman
cleaning the bloodstain. What would
happen, I wonder, if I were to kill Sabrina?
How would the social web respond?

SOCIAL BLOODFLY

David De Gea has become the
scapegoat for the flu epidemic.

My hands-on begins in charnel fashion, as
Unfortunately, I lack the Mesmerize skill to
the hero, a doctor-turned-vampire called
lure Sabrina into my deathly embrace, but
Jonathan, awakens from the dead amidst
the developers fill me in. Her death, they
a pile of corpses. Overcome by bloodlust,
tell me, would lead the enraged barman to
he dips into his sister’s jugular, killing her,
spill his surreptitious secrets, naming
before fleeing a mob of vampire hunters
names of local murderers, adulterers, and
who bore witness to his crime.
other suspects. These people then
During the chase, I encounter
appear on the barman’s social web,
PL AYED
three pursuers on a gloomy quay. I
allowing you to track them down in
IT
dash to evade an attack, countering
search of answers, or perhaps just to
with a vicious flurry to kill the first
feed guilt-free (better to drink the
assailant. While my stamina recovers, I
blood of a killer than a civilian, right?).
chuck an otherworldly Bloodspear at the
There is no moral force judging you for
chap reloading his blunderbuss, killing him your transgressions. In the case of
instantly. The final victim isn’t so lucky, as I
Sabrina, your murder of an innocent may
nominate him to be my blood donor. This
even unearth interesting leads and secrets
replenishes my blood bar (Vampyr’s
about the world. The knock-on effects of
answer to mana), which I subsequently
interacting with each of the game’s 60 or
use to restore my health.
so NPCs are circumstantial, so you’ll need
The combat has a nice Souls-like
to observe their behaviors to try and
crunchiness, but at this point can be
anticipate what might happen. Kill too
lumped in with the cinematics, voice
many people in a given area, however, and
acting, and visuals as being too rough to
it starts descending into a lawless
merit much excitement. It’s what happens
battleground of hunters and vampires.
after this segment that intrigues me, when
Of course, this isn’t the first time a
Vampyr opens out into immersive sim
developer has vaunted a dynamic,
territory, and the miasmic streets of
reactive game world, and it wouldn’t be
London begin teasing their systems.
the first time if it fails to materialize. In its
present state, Vampyr is competent but
unpolished, borrowing from greats like
Dishonored and Bloodborne. Whether it
can excel on its own merits however,
seems to rest on an ambitious system
that, frustratingly, still remains untested.
Robert Zak

BETTER TO DRINK THE
BLOOD OF A KILLER THAN A
CIVILIAN, RIGHT?

MAY 2018
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PREVIEW
Werewolf: The Apocalypse
“What do you mean you
forgot the marshmallows?”

NEED TO KNOW
RELEASE
2019

DEVELOPER
Cyanide Studios

PUBLISHER
Focus Home Interactive

LINK
www.werewolf-videogame.com

WEREWOLF:
T H E A P O C A LY P S E
The details have been unleashed,
and it’s a fascinating beast
orld of Darkness tabletop RPGs brim
with intelligent, subversive reimaginings
of horror archetypes. Its compelling
mythos helped vamp-punky RPG
Vampire: The Masquerade – Bloodlines grow into a
cult classic on PC, and now Werewolf: The
Apocalypse is taking us back to that world, heading
inland from the sleaze of Bloodlines’ West Coast to
a US wilderness eroded by corporate greed.

W

NEW
INFO

24

Werewolf is set in a series of hubs dotted
around US states like Nevada, California
and Arizona. Each of these areas are being
exploited for natural resources by Pentex,
a megacorporation corrupted by an entity
known as the Wyrm. If you’ve heard
anything about the original pen-and-paper
RPG, you’ll know that it’s effectively raising
a green finger to capitalism.
It’s your job as a werewolf to stop the
carnage. You’ll be able to roam these
hubs; chatting to the locals, infiltrating
outposts and taking on missions that I can
MAY 2018

only hope will be as memorable as those
from Bloodlines. Eventually, you take on
the main quest mission in each area,
approaching it in a number of ways.
Werewolves in this world are guardians
of nature, so they can communicate with
spirits of rivers, trees, fires and so forth.
Using ‘Penumbra Vision’, you’ll be able to
take on challenges from these spirits,
sometimes even travelling to alternate
dimensions. Succeed, and you’ll get to
imbue your weapons with elemental
powers – water for your bolts, for
example, to knock out electronics.
Not that you’ll be spending all your
time in human form. You’re a shapeshifter,
and will be able to switch seamlessly
between three forms – Wolf, Human, and
the big one, Werewolf (or Primus).

IT’S EFFECTIVELY
RAISING A GREEN
FINGER TO
CAPITALISM

ON THE PROWL
The Wolf is a great scout – fast, silent and
deadly if it needs to be. But it also
addresses some ubiquitously awkward
systems. For example, instead of
crouch-walking behind cover or shuffling
through vents, you’re much better off
shifting to wolf form, letting you stay out
of sight while swiftly flanking your
enemies, then blasting them away in
human form. Or you can dash through a
vent and leap for the throat of a guard.
The Primus form, meanwhile,
abandons all subtlety in favour of tearing
enemies apart with clawed paws. You’ll
need to be wary of controlling this form
however, as abusing it could lead to a state
of Frenzy where you lose control and can
no longer distinguish friend from foe
(Bloodlines players will get fond
flashbacks to countless bloody rampages
caused by low Humanity).
So we have distinct hub worlds,
seamless werewolf transformations, and a
righteous battle against environmental
destruction. There’s a long way to go, but
this one’s already pricked my ears.
Robert Zak
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PREVIEW

Darkwater is a sullen,
sickly place.

The game has as nightmarish
color palette.
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PREVIEW
Call of Cthulhu: The Official Video Game

NEED TO KNOW
RELEASE
2018

DEVELOPER
Cyanide Studio

PUBLISHER
Focus Home Interactive

CALL OF CTHULHU:
THE OFFICIAL
VIDEO GAME
Rolling invisible dice in the
creaking port town of Darkwater
ast year’s footage of Call of Cthulhu felt
more tailored for the ‘quiet-quiet-BOO’
let’s play audience than it did to the
implacable horrors of Lovecraftian
literature. But now I’ve beheld another side to the
game, which has eschewed jump scares for a
tasteful atmosphere of sickly unease. It’s okay,
Howard, you can stop turning in your grave now.

L

There’s more of a reliance on
traditional scares.

Beautiful or terrifying? It’s like
Rorschach test for cultists.

LINK
www.callofcthulhu-game.com

environment is effectively down to dice
rolls based on the character skill level. As
per the tabletop game, this is as much
about building a roleplaying character as it
is about your own skills as a player.
Evidently, Mr Pierce hasn’t invested
many points into Charm, as we blurt an
opening line to the effect of ‘What’s a girl
like you doing in a place like this?’ Just like
that, we’ve blown it, and must track down
the painting another way.
We read a news story about the
Miraculous Catch of 1847, before going
upstairs to talk to one Captain Fitzroy, de
facto don of Darkwater. This is more like it.
No uncomfortable one-liners; just two
stone-faced men getting down to it. We
impress him with our grasp on local
history, and he tells us that Hawkins used
to own Warehouse 36 across the way.

TENTACLED TERRORS

The freedom of approach becomes
palpable here. We can try to sneak past
I meet with the developers for a guided,
the guards into the warehouse, smoothhands-off demo. We follow private eye
talk them, or bribe the nearby drunks to
Edward Pierce as he travels to Darkwater
cause a distraction. As we’re probing,
Island—a dank fishing village—to find a
however, we hear of a network of tunnels
mysterious painting belonging to a
connecting the warehouses. How
wealthy deceased couple. Darkwater N E W
could we refuse?
is a place of surly mariners and
First, we need to fix the pulley
INFO
sludgy jetties. Looming over it all is a
system to open a hatch. We use our
scabrous spike of a mountain. Reality
‘Spot Hidden Object’ skill, which gives
here seems to be being encroached upon
useful objects in the environment a
by the energies of a cold, other dimension.
chance of glimmering faintly as we pass
Upon arrival, you are free to snoop
over them. This time, the invisible dice roll
about. A natural place to start is that
in our favor, and we spot the cog that
mutilated carcass of a whale lying on the
grants us passage into the subterrane.
jetty. The locals murmur about the violent
Once again, Lovecraftian stylization
nature of the creature’s demise, while
trumps realism, as the green water of the
others whisper about a ‘miraculous catch’.
underpass seems to pulsate with
We head to the tavern to find out more.
radioactive radiance. Then, a splash, a
A sharply dressed woman at the back
mass of tentacles, and we’re pulled under,
of the room catches our eye. Clearly, she
glimpsing a kaleidoscopic underwater
knows something. Call of Cthulhu has a
world, or maybe a being, of glorious and
four-pronged skill tree, divvied up into
terrifying abstraction. We resurface to see
Speech, Investigation, Physical and
that we just got tangled in seaweed.
Knowledge. Your execution of these
The interesting thing is that we
abilities—whether it’s intimidation,
wouldn’t have had this encounter (a
lockpicking, or spotting objects in the
manifestation of the game’s Insanity
system) had we chosen a different path.
Maybe we need to talk to people better, or
we should just succumb to curiosity and
embrace the horror. Either way, Cyanide
has evidently grasped the tone of this
slippery source material.
Robert Zak

A NATURAL PLACE TO START
IS THAT MUTILATED CARCASS
OF A WHALE

MAY 2018
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C O V E R F E AT U R E
Total War Saga: Thrones of Britannia

30
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BAT T L E
ROYA L
Which king is the kingliest? There’s only one way to
find out in TOTAL WAR SAGA: THRONES OF BRITANNIA
By Tom Senior

am the king of
nowhere. My lying
bastard nobles have
spent years tearing
me down with a
prolonged campaign of extortion,
and now they rebel in unison,
turning my provinces to their
cause, and sending armies to claim
my head. All I wanted was to turn
the northeast of England into a
Viking paradise. I crushed rebels
and repelled aggression from the
north for them, and now they

I

MAY 2018
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C O V E R F E AT U R E
Total War Saga: Thrones of Britannia

AT A GLANCE, THIS
IS STILL VERY MUCH A
TOTAL WAR GAME
My kingly ego would rather overlook
the fact that I failed to build any
farms and presided over chronic food
shortages. My decision to mint my
own currency and put an imprint of
my head on all the coins didn’t go
down well with my Christian English
subjects, who would rather see the
Lord’s cross there. When one of the
nobles started getting uppity, I should
perhaps have taken the option to
torture him rather than pay him off.
In the following years the nobles
came to me for bribes several times
after that, and each time I caved my
reputation collapsed further. As a
result the reign of king Guthfrid of
the Northymbre Vikings is short and
violent, which is fitting considering
the tensions surrounding that
period. Maybe his son and heir
will go on to do better, though
with the name Cnut, I have my
doubts.
Thrones of Britannia is set
in 878 AD, just after Alfred
wins the battle of Edington
and halts the Viking takeover
of England. The proud factions
of England, Scotland, Wales,

and Ireland enter a febrile peace, the
sort that just wants to implode the
second a leader farts in the wrong
direction. It’s an ideal setting for one
of the most experimental Total War
games to date, especially for a game
that’s well suited to telling stories. At
a glance this is still very much a Total
War game—you build up your
settlements and direct armies on a
campaign map that encompasses
England, Scotland, Wales, and
Ireland, and then direct your forces
in real time strategy battles when
armies clash. However this game is
particularly interested in using
streamlined politicking and narrative
dilemmas to drive your campaign in
unexpected directions. The ‘Saga’
moniker fits perfectly.
“I like building stories,” game
director Jack Lusted tells me.
“Political events are certainly a nice
way to add to that. If you strip an
estate from someone or you secure
loyalty in a certain way, they might
agree, but they become vengeful,
then they might have other events
pop up based on them working
against you now.”

P R O V I N C E A closer look at the new campaign map

1 CG AA PI NI TSA L

3 DK II NS GU DN IOTME D

4

Here you can see
how dense Thrones
of Britannia’s map
really is. Provinces
and settlements are
packed together
under different
leaders vying for
position.

Only one city in each
province gets to have
big walls. They have
more building slots,
too, so they should
be your most
productive
population centers.

2 OT OUWT NO F

Smaller towns
outside of the
province’s fortress
can farm and mine to
produce resources.
They are very
exposed to attack in
invasions, however.

4 PC EOANKD I T I O N

The map is so
detailed that
Creative Assembly is
modelling realistic
altitude differences
on the campaign
map and in battles.

1

2
3
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ORIGIN STORY
During our chat, I learn that the
publication you hold in your hands
right now is partly responsible for
Lusted’s love of Total War, his
subsequent modding efforts, and a
career at Creative Assembly that
spans Empire, Napoleon, Shogun 2,
and Rome II. “I got into Total War
back in 2002. I got PC Gamer every
month, and read a few articles about
the first Medieval and thought, ‘Ooh
that sounds quite interesting,’ and
then the copy with the review came
out. I remember it was by Kieron
Gillen, and it had the words, ‘I am the
king of Spain!’ at the start, and I
thought, ‘I’m going to buy that!’”
I tell Jack I almost tortured one of
my nobles, and he laughs. Torturing
him would have given him the
‘Enforced Loyalty’ trait. “That will

over time adapt. For a number of
turns he will be loyal, then afterwards
he will not be loyal, and he will
remember that you tortured him.”
I enjoy the way Thrones of
Britannia models these violent soap
operas because they provide a deeper
structure to the campaign than the
traditional Total War sequence of
‘meet faction, build a few armies,
crush faction, repeat’. You can
appease disloyal governors and
generals by gifting them one your
limited number of estates—though
choose carefully, if you later forcibly
remove the estate, expect a tantrum.
Alternatively, you can add priests to
their retinue to keep them in check.
If you’re sure a noble is about to
rebel, or you’re just sick of them, you
can always pay a lump sum to have
them assassinated.

ABOVE: Stylized unit
icons make it easy to
pick out units in the
heat of battle.
BELOW LEFT:
Nothing tells your
men where to go like
a bloody great big red
arrow.

Many of Thrones’ systems seem
intended to force you every so often
to tend to your people. Over the
course of a campaign your citizens
slide up and down a ‘War Fervor’
axis. If you fight for years, morale will
slip away. Sit still too long and your
people itch for a fight. At higher
difficulty levels your people will
move more quickly along this axis,
which forces you to read the room
and indulge in efficient wars that sate
your citizens’ bloodlust without
wearing them out. If you wage a war
in a high War Fervor state, your units
enjoy bonuses to their stats.
“It’s all about trying to add more
breaks and different flows to the
game, more chance to think,” says
Lusted. War Fervor first appeared in
Total War: Attila’s Age of
Charlemagne expansion but has been
refined for Thrones of Britannia. “It
adds a much more cyclical nature to
the game if you’ve got periods of war
and periods of peace. The
recruitment system works with that,
you’ve got that planning ahead.”

ASSEMBLING ARMIES
Recruitment works very differently
in Thrones of Britannia. You no longer
purchase units fully formed from
military buildings in your
settlements. Instead, armies pick
units from a regenerating factionwide pool of units. The unit appears
in your army at a fraction of its
normal size and grows to full
strength over a few turns.
MAY 2018
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This is primarily designed to
simulate the process of assembling an
army more realistically—it takes time
to train and equip new recruits—but
the system serves a few other
purposes. Units in the pool have a
percentage chance of regenerating,
and the chance is much lower for
elite units. This means your Vikings
are almost always going to have
access to axe warriors, but the truly
elite guard are precious resources
that you don’t want to lose.
The new recruitment system has a
big knock-on effect on settlement
construction. “I really wanted to try a
Total War without recruitment
buildings,” says Lusted. “So often
discussions about building is around
which one is my military province.
Let’s remove that from the equation,
make provinces all about what those
provinces are and the bonuses they
give, and trying to customize your
buildings to maximize that.”
Each province features a walled
major settlement and a scattering of
tiny defenseless settlements built up
around resource features. Farms and
mines are essential for the upkeep of
your armies and the happiness of
your citizens, but they are easily
sacked. Burning enemy farms is a
viable tactic in Thrones of Britannia
because food shortages stop armies
from recovering their losses.
I discover this first-hand when I
counter-attack against northern
invaders and run out of food stores. A
desperate cluster of units, some only
34
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ABOVE: If you’re
wondering which unit
the general is in, it’s
the one with the
fancy shield
paintings.

a dozen men strong, stumbled up the
coast capturing undefended
settlements as I ordered my citizens
to farm harder and trade more to
support the conflict. I like the way
Thrones simulates some of the slog
and attrition of drawn out wars, even
while keeping the battles exciting.
My Viking campaign would have
ended much earlier if I had failed to
secure an unassuming settlement
called Dunholm. Sometimes in a
campaign, one province or settlement
becomes a battleground on which the
success of your campaign turns. The
forces of Northleade lined up against
my Vikings for a terrible showdown.

HIGH COMMAND
I find Thrones of Britannia’s battles to
be especially clear and readable.
There seem to be fewer
incrementally different troop
variations, which makes it easy to
assess what units are for. Clear
tooltips and characterful but practical
unit descriptions also help, and the

game’s reliance on Attila’s codebase
means it should run well on a larger
range machines.
At Dunholm, my archers
effectively used flaming arrows to
deter enemy cavalry while my
spearmen ‘castled up’—a command
that prompts them to form their
shields into walls and a roof, turning
the unit into a spiky armadillo. At a
key moment my spearmen uncastled
and surged forward to soak up an
enemy infantry charge and I
counter-charged with my long
axemen. The double-handed axes
cleaved through enemy armor and
flattened the core of the Northleade
force. After that, all I had to do was
chase down the general and mop up
the enemy firing line. Though the
game had predicted a close fight, my
plan worked flawlessly, and there was
no way Northleade would be able to
muster a new force quickly enough to
stop my subsequent charge north.
I love these moments. Normally
the campaign’s long term objectives

GOOD LORD
Special traits define your leader’s abilities and personality

ARBITER

DEFENDER

RENOWNED

HANDSOME

Reduced
recruitment
costs.

Nearby units
are braver
around them.

Recruits
units faster to
his army.

Higher
chance of
having kids.

C O V E R F E AT U R E
Total War Saga: Thrones of Britannia

THE DOUBLE-HANDED
AXES CLEAVED THROUGH
ENEMY ARMOR
are irrelevant to me, other than as a
means to generate clutch battles and
story twists. Thrones of Britannia
could change that, however, with a
new series of layered objectives,
including some secret ‘ultimate’ late
game objectives that emerge once
you’ve truly dominated the map.
There are straightforward
conquest victories that challenge you
to secure a certain number of
provinces, but you can also win a
fame victory by building famous
landmarks and levelling up your
generals and governors. There are ten
playable factions belonging to five
cultural groups: Anglo Saxons, Gaels,
Welsh, Viking settlers, and Viking Sea
Kings, and each has its own path to
victory based on unification. The
Scots can secure the stone of destiny,
the Welsh can secure sites of
legendary historical status, Alfred can
unite the English into one kingdom.
Once you have achieved one victory
condition, you can keep playing to
earn more, turning all of Britain and
Ireland into one kingdom. At that
point, you’ve won at being king. What
could be more Total War than that?

BELOW: This view of
the campaign map is
much more readable
than the high-detail
default version.
BOTTOM RIGHT: You
can deter horses with
fire or a massive
shield wall.
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F E AT U R E
In the Valley of Gods

Campo Santo’s cofounders take us
into IN THE VALLEY OF GODS
By Philippa Warr

ampo Santo—the studio behind the
contemplative forest experience
Firewatch—is swapping tinder-dry trees
and Wyoming ﬁre lookout towers for
ancient Egyptian tombs and early
cinematography in its next game, In the Valley of Gods.
Its announcement trailer offered a glimpse of a
ﬁrst-person adventure set deep in the Egyptian desert
of the ’20s. You and a partner scramble through
stunning ruined spaces before setting up a shot for
your beautifully animated ﬁlm camera.

C

The duo, as studio cofounders Sean Vanaman and Jake
Rodkin tell me, are Rashida and Zora—ﬁlmmakers whose
careers have hit the skids. The women are using their last
chance at resources to try to make a hit documentary.
But a documentary must have a subject, and thus
Rashida and Zora have decided to investigate the rumor

that an obscure archaeologist has discovered the tomb of
Nefertiti. “They’re determined to be the ones who make
the movie about its discovery,” explains Rodkin.
“Yeah, they’re going to be there with cameras rolling
when he discovers this tomb,” says Vanaman. “In the
world which we occupy, which is the world the
characters occupy, [Nefertiti’s burial place] is one of the
last great unfound things. There’s a lot of rumor and
archaeological speculation that perhaps it was found but
not really identiﬁed because it didn’t have the scope and
grandeur one would associate with someone as proliﬁc as
Nefertiti, or it’s still out there, or, or, or, or…”
He adds, “In terms of the sociocultural, historical,
archaeological aspects of the game, we’re trying to keep
that stuff founded in reality. Our art director [Claire
Hummel] is incredibly well read and well researched
about Egypt, not just in ancient times, but in the time in
which the game is set.”
MAY 2018
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“WE KNEW
WE DIDN’T
WANT TO GO
BACK INTO
THE WOODS”

FRAME BY FRAME
1 Locate the
two dials
and open
that side of
the camera.
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How Rashida loads the camera
2 Locate
the spindle
at the top
where new
film goes.

3 Feed the
film down
to the
empty takeup canister.

4 Flip the
metal plate
across the
film to hold
it in place.

5 Close the
camera
back up
and wind
the film on.

6 Set up the
shot using
the frame
finder, and
voila!

F E AT U R E
In the Valley of Gods
In fact, it was an image called 1923
in Hummel’s portfolio which inspired
the game in the ﬁrst place.
“We were at a time when we’d
cancelled a game and… ideas aren’t
super precious,” says Vanaman.
“Somebody who is as talented as
Claire is, you could open up her
portfolio and, aside from her
Animorphs fan art, you could make a
game about anything.” (Rodkin
disputes the exclusion of the
Animorphs fanart, by the way.)

ART INSPIRATION
1923 struck a particular chord.
Vanaman was looking for something
that tapped into the studio’s
ambitions, as well as providing a
point of difference—he knew, for
example, that lead artist Jane Ng did
not want to make trees. “We knew
we didn’t want to go back into the
woods. We didn’t know if we wanted
to do something interior or exterior—
maybe a blend of those two.”
Explaining why he gravitated
towards 1923, Vanaman points out
the level of interest and care when it
comes to elements like the

LEFT: The trailer
shows off tomb
environments rich in
detail.
RIGHT: This is 1923;
the image from
Claire Hummel’s
portfolio which set
Campo Santo on the
path to this game.

hieroglyphics, the conﬁdence
expressed in the image, the colors
and textures which sidestepped
papyrus effects and Egyptian blue
accents in favor of pinks and greens
on an Art Deco-esque poster.
“It was a piece you could look at
and wonder what other stories could
be told in Claire Hummel’s version of
Egypt,” says Rodkin. “It was about
that era and about Egyptomania but
it was clearly from someone who had
an understanding of and respect for
the ancient Egyptian culture as well.”
The game that is resulting from
this initial artwork is at the liminal
stage between preproduction and
production. There are tools in place,
and the trailer offers a statement of
intent, a collection of art assets, and it
can act as a point of reference for the
team, but the game itself is still in
separate parts at the moment.
“We don’t have that piece where
you go, ‘Oh man, between character
performance and dialogue and music
and lighting and ﬂow and the way
this level loads in…’” Vanaman says.
“How do all the disciplines come
together to produce the feeling that

you see in the trailer? That’s the stuff we’re working on
now, then we’ll build the game with a lot of mechanics.”
The idea is that you’ll be walking around these spaces
in the game, exploring them and talking to the other
character, Zora. In doing so you make choices and you
build that relationship. Where Firewatch feeds you
snippets of another character—a stranger—via radio
conversation, in In the Valley of Gods Rashida already has
a backstory with Zora, and you establish that as you play.
“You guys have baggage, you have conﬂict,” says
Vanaman. “It’s really a story about the chasm between
friends who need each other and cocreators who need
each other and how you trust each other based on the
past transgressions of the participants.”

FRENEMIES
He adds that Zora and Rashida also exist at the
intersection of two male-dominated ﬁelds in the ’20s—
archaeology and ﬁlmmaking. “We think all that stuff is
super interesting. How do you navigate friendship? How
do you navigate the world? How do you navigate the
mystery? And, on top of that, instead of having a radio in
this game, you have your documentary ﬁlm camera that
allows you to see the world through a different context,
and capture it and cut it up and recreate it.”
In Firewatch you could pick up a disposable ﬁlm
camera and take photos in-game. Those would show up
while the credits rolled, as well as being available to order
as a physical souvenir, but they weren’t an integral part of
the tale. The documentary element of In the Valley of Gods
means recorded imagery will take on far greater
signiﬁcance, but the exact format is a work in progress.
“We have a lot of ideas around that, from as bonkers as
when you look through the camera the world looks
different, all the way to you’re editing your own movie,”
explains Vanaman. “We don’t know where the sweet spot
is for any of that stuff [yet].” As Rodkin puts it, “It seems
like thematically that’s going to be in the game, but how
it’s expressed through mechanics and to what degree
that’s expressed in the mechanics, we’re still ﬁguring out.”
Rodkin draws an unexpected parallel while discussing
the moment when Rashida is loading the camera up with
a cassette. “I had fun thinking about, ‘What is an old silent
movie camera?’ It actually feels to me like the really
prolonged and super satisfying animation that plays when
you are the Demoman in Team Fortress 2 and you reload
your grenade launcher. That’s all I was thinking about
when talking to James about how to animate that scene!”
The camera ideas have been put to one side. In the
Valley of Gods aims to have Rashida’s ﬁlmmaking partner,
Zora, meaningfully present. Building that aspect of the
game is what the team are focused on right now.
“We wanted to do something that had some pretty
high-paced madcap character interaction so... charade is a
great word maybe,” says Vanaman. “Characters going
from one thing to another and moving through the space
quipping at each other.”

FEELING CONNECTED
The main challenge is making it feel like the characters
are aware of each other. “We’re trying to ﬁgure out
where’s the most bang for the buck in terms of character
performance, dynamic behavior, and scripted behavior
and behavior tree scripting versus straight-up triggerbased scripting,” says Vanaman.
MAY 2018
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LEFT: The main
characters already
have baggage to
navigate when it
comes to their
relationship.
RIGHT: Campo Santo
is currently working
out how to make it
feel like the
characters are aware
of each other in the
game space.

He adds, “When we wanted you to feel something
because of Delilah saying it, it was the simplest thing in
the world! I wrote the number of a .wav file in a field, and
then I told the computer to wait 0.4 seconds before she
says this or two seconds before she says this, and then I
hit save and it worked. This is not that.”
Rodkin talks in terms of old movie special effects
documentaries where you see individual techniques being
mixed and matched to find a solution to a particular
challenge. “You keep failing with all these things until you
get the moment of suspension of disbelief and go, ‘Okay, I
believed for a few minutes right there that that was an
actual person I was in a room with.’”
There are a number of layers. Firstly, there is the real
ancient Egyptian civilization. Secondly, there is the game’s
’20s setting, which taps into Egyptomania and the
fetishization and trends accompanying it. Thirdly, there’s
the contemporary world of Campo Santo and the
playerbase, where very different conversations about
cultural destruction, repatriation, and appropriation take
place. So where is Campo Santo pitching its game tonally?
“A lot of the way we work as a group and a lot of the
way I’ve always worked as a writer is, we have modern,
pretty lefty feelings about shit,” says Vanaman. “But I
don’t think we have declarative opinions about the way
things should be. This game is not a political statement
about representation or a political statement about
appropriation of the past or whatever.” He adds, “The act
of making the game for us helps solidify or challenge
feelings we have held before we had to make the game.”
There’s further insight into Zora and Rashida’s
relationship: “Zora and Rashida got famous seven years
before they make the game, making a movie we would
now watch in film school and go that’s kind of fucked up.”
‘Fucked up’ in this instance means how we would now
view elements of protodocumentaries of that era, like
Nanook of the North from Robert Flaherty. Flaherty is
one point of reference for the team but others range from
multiple visits to the British Museum in London to
reading novels by Naguib Mahfouz, like Palace Walk.

CURSED COINCIDENCE
There’s even the story of programmer Aubrey
Hesselgren’s great-granduncle, George Herbert, fifth earl
of Carnarvon, who likely died from an infected mosquito
42
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bite. Popular culture prefers to
attribute his death to the curse of the
pharaohs, thanks to Herbert’s
backing of and involvement in
Howard Carter’s excavation of
Tutankhamun’s tomb.
Deep dives into particular
research rabbit holes are also
common for the team, and led
Vanaman to observe, “We were both
thrilled and annoyed about the
prevalence of how many cat
mummies there were in Assassin’s
Creed Origins because we went on a
six-month cat mummy bender.”
Rodkin notes that, “Every ancient
Egyptian ruin is chronicled to an
obsessive degree. Both the
architecture and the paintings, but
also you can find a lot of hobbyists in
the 1.0 web era did 3D virtual
walkthroughs of tombs, and you can
find complete maps deep into all of
these ancient ruins.
“It’s been interesting because
Egypt has been– Raiding tombs,
believe it or not, is a thing that has
been done quite a lot in videogames.

It’s been really fun to work with
Claire and Jane and Sean and
Duncan too—especially Claire—to
look at these real Egyptian ruins and
try to get into the heads of the people
who built those spaces and look at
them as aesthetic objects to explore
and think about walking through
them.
“I found that really a fun mental
space to be in, to look at this imagery
I have seen in a lot of videogames
and a lot of movies and thinking
about wandering through it really
slowly with another person—a
character that you know in the fiction
—and a camera.”
Rodkin adds, “In Firewatch we
looked at a lot of national parks and
we’ve been to a lot of these places in
the American West. But it’s not the
same as looking at tiny paintings on a
wall or carvings that you can run
your thumb across and thinking
about what that experience is like in
a game and sharing that experience
with another character. That’s been
really fun.”

3

This part
holds the film
in place as it runs
from the top to
the bottom.

FILM SCHOOL
2

3

Anatomy of the camera

4

The teeth of
the sprocket
help pull the film
down onto the
take-up spool.

1

The frame
finder—there’s
another part to
this which is on
the back.

1

2

This is where
you put the
canister
containing the
new roll of film.

5
4

5

This is where
you put the
empty canister to
take up the
exposed film.

F E AT U R E
In the Valley of Gods

ABOVE: Studies for
desert locations.
On the right you can
see a detailed,
annotated study of
cliffs along with an
inset panel showing
part of the color cliff
sketch.

WE WENT ON
A SIX-MONTH
CAT MUMMY
BENDER
MAY 2018
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The
making of

DIVINITY
ORIGINAL
SIN II
From a small arena
prototype to our 2017
Game of the Year.
ByFraser Brown
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ith Divinity: Original
Sin, developer Larian
Studios created its
most successful game
in its two-decade
history, netting a plethora of
accolades and comparisons to
genre titans like Ultima VII. Not
content, the studio rolled out an
overhauled Enhanced Edition, all
the while working on a fresh
prototype. That would become
Divinity: Original Sin II, Larian’s
newest and biggest success story.

W

That Original Sin II prototype started
life as an arena mode, like the one
that’s still in-game today, allowing
designers to quickly create scenarios
and fights to test systems.
“We were using it to prototype
how combat would feel, what we
were going to do with Action Points,
what new elemental combinations
we could come up with, and how
we’d shape the roles and archetypes,”
Nick Pechenin, Larian’s systems
designer, tells me. And it was through
that prototype that the team came up
with new concepts, like the Source
Points system that lets players build
up to powerful moves.

With these first experiments, the
arena mode became a laboratory. “We
knew it had to be deep, with a lot of
systems and a lot of combinations
that we’ll probably never see. We had
people teleporting, lava surfaces
everywhere, and everyone going
around killing civilians left and right.”
Once the Enhanced Edition was

TOP: The first game
was mostly flat, but
the introduction of
elevation meant that
almost every scene In
Original Sin II needed
some kind of
verticality.
LEFT: Ominous
glowing eyes? I’m
sure it’s very friendly.

finished, work on Original Sin II
began in earnest, and Larian quickly
tripled in size. “Original Sin II was
the first time where we had sufficient
resources to do everything well, and
even then we had to scramble,”
recalls Swen Vincke, Larian’s founder.
“We had some growing pains. We
grew in one year from 40 people to
130, so that was quite a challenge to
manage. We went from one studio in
Belgium to four international studios
working on the same game.”
A lot of the new members of the
team hadn’t made a game before,
including several writers. Vincke
wanted to bring in screenwriters
from outside Larian to help with
dialogue, but they had to learn an
entirely new way of doing things.

NEW BLOOD
“There are always pros and cons, of
course, and there’s the learning curve
and making sure people understand
what it is to write for a game instead
of writing a screenplay,” says writing
director Jan Van Dosselaer. “It’s a
linear experience compared to a
game like this, which is completely
open. But I think when looking from
one game to the next, the dialogue is
a lot more conversational. It’s clear
we tried to do something different.”
For both Vincke and Van
Dosselaer, it was imperative that
extra attention was given to the
narrative and the dialogue, two things
they’d already tried to improve in the
Enhanced Edition. “One of the main
critiques of Original Sin was the story
could have been better and could

The whole game had
to be designed for up
to four players.

have benefited from more gravitas,”
Van Dosselaer remembers. “We took
that to heart. So the main thing we
wanted to do was work on a better,
more epic narrative, give it more
gravitas, and invest more time on
characters and character
development.” From that goal, the
origin system was born.
The system lets players not only
pick a character with a fleshed-out
backstory, identity, and personal
quest, they could choose to bring the
other origin characters along as party
members. This means it’s possible to
experience up to four origins in one
playthrough, from different
perspectives. It proved to be Original
Sin II’s big hook, and the thing that
most clearly set it apart from its
progenitor. It also proved to be a
huge challenge for the writers.
“When we did our postmortem
after releasing Original Sin II to learn
the lessons about what we did wrong,
what we could do better,” Vincke
says, “one of the scripters asked us to
never let origin moments interact
with each other ever again. But that’s
what people like the most!”
The origins and quests intersect,
not only with the main quest, but the
quests of your companions. You
might need to talk to a character
because it’s integral to the story, but
your companion is adamant that they
get to kill that person. The writers
had to consider the world state, what
quests might be underway, how
killing one NPC will affect other
quests—while trying to make sure
actions would have consequences.

L ARIAN’S TOP COMPANION PICKS
Who should you take on your next adventure?
SWEN

JAN

Having Fane
in your
party is best
for the main
plot, but I think Lohse has
the strongest moments in
the game, the strongest
scenes; I have a hard time
picking between them. I
think I would have to pick
both of them.

I’m not
going to
pick one of
my own
characters because that
would be unfair. My pick
would be Lohse. Sarah
[Baylus, lead writer] has
accomplished a very nice
mix of humor and tragedy
for the character.

EDOUARD
Definitely
Red Prince.
The guy who
wrote him is
Jan, and first off, this guy
is my friend, and I like his
style. Red Prince is Jan. He
just has these great,
obnoxious, condescending
moments. He’s super,
super fun.

NICK
Probably
Sebille. I
enjoy the
character
and she’s really fun to have
around. I usually don’t pick
her as a main character, I
usually pick her as a
companion because I like
the way she interacts with
the main character.

REPEATING SUCCESS

“THE MAIN THING WE
WANTED TO DO WAS
WORK ON A BETTER
NARRATIVE”
“The one thing I don’t want to do
again is to write two of them,” Van
Dosselaer laughs. “I wrote Red
Prince and Sebille, and I love both
characters, but near the end it got
schizophrenic writing the two of
them at a quick pace. I’d prefer to
have just one baby to focus on. You
have a lot of these conversations
where characters reflect on things,
and I brought these conversations
together and just spent days writing
all the observations of all the
characters, working like a
machine.”

While all of this was going on, Larian
was also running a Kickstarter. After
years of relying on publishers, and
sometimes being burned by them, the
studio had become independent, but
it needed the community that had
sprouted up around its games. With
one successful campaign and a
extremely well-received product
under its belt, the second Kickstarter
quickly smashed targets. The game
was fully-funded in under 12 hours.
Even with that security, Larian
didn’t slow down. On the last day of
the Kickstarter, Vincke and other
members of the team ran a 24-hour
stream, which included PvP battles in
the arena. And on the other side of
the wall, everyone else was still
working, getting things ready for the
inevitable events and preview demos.
Pechenin recalls the first PAX
showing. “We were just showing the
MAY 2018
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arena prototype and then we started
to show off the beginning of Fort Joy
[the first act’s main area]. What it
allowed us to do was see what people
came up with while using Bless and
Curse.” These new skills introduced
another layer to the magical combos
and elemental surfaces. So you could
summon a shower of rain, which
created puddles of water, and then
you could bless those puddles,
buffing the characters standing on
them. Pechenin was also keeping an
eye on how players handled their AI
opponents in case they needed to be
tweaked. They did.
While Original Sin’s NPCs follow
scripts, its sequel’s AI constantly
makes calculations to determine the
best way to murder the player. That
also makes it a surprisingly good
teacher. “In Original Sin II, the AI
will always know what will happen
when it throws a fireball at an oil
barrel. What was cool, and we saw it
pretty early, was that the AI started
teaching players new mechanics.
Even if you didn’t know anything
about the surfaces or how any of this
works, you’d see the AI electrifying
and freezing water, or exploding
puddles of oil and poison. You could
learn just by watching.”
The AI could be too smart,
though. “Our combat designers had
to remove crowd control from the
AI,” Vincke explains, “because it
focused on one character, made sure
to destroy their physical and magical
armor, and then would start to
control it, then kill it. That wasn’t fun
because one guy was dealing with
everything, but it was a dominant
tactic. So we had to nerf it a lot.”
66
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The AI knew the systems well,
and was only too happy to exploit
them before the nerf. This extended
to NPCs not designed for combat,
too. If you attack an NPC, they’ll try
to use all their tricks to survive. If
that NPC happens to be a potion
vendor, then they’ll obviously start
quaffing down magical elixirs. Larian
wanted them to keep doing that, but
had to stop them from drinking
powerful legendary potions that
might be related to a quest, or at least
would be highly coveted by players.
It was a balancing act, however,
because one of the appeals of the first
game’s combat was that it could be

IMBERT DOESN’T
REALLY THINK HE
MAKES FIGHTS—HE
CREATES SCENES
pretty tricky. Larian didn’t want to
sacrifice the challenge and
complexity of the system, even if that
meant letting players die before they
could figure out how to win a battle.

SPICY
“In French, we have this saying, ‘I
have a splinter in my flank,’
something that hurts,” explains
senior combat designer Edouard
Imbert. “We have to put
something in the flank of the
player that hurts them, then they
have to identify and defuse it. It
could be a high-damage spellcaster.
The fight is too hard because this one

ABOVE: Every piece
of armor changes
depending on the
species wearing it.
BELOW: Living on a
talking boat doesn’t
even make the top 10
oddest things in
Original Sin II.

guy is too strong. Once you take care
of that guy, the fight becomes
manageable. Of course, you want to
have a puzzle with more than one
step, boxes within boxes.”
Imbert doesn’t really think he
makes fights—he creates scenes.
With puzzles and dialogue and little
secrets. “The term that I use is
‘spicy’, like a bowl of curry. It has to
be spicy or it’s boring. If you’re only
killing enemies and dealing damage
without thinking, you’re not engaged.
The fight has to communicate with
you as an equal; it must not insult
your intelligence. I remember some
QAs telling me that there was a fight
where you had to die at least once to
get it, and I was like, ‘I’m okay with
that.’ I don’t want it to happen all the
time, but some fights, sure.”
When Imbert had a battle to
prepare for, he’d pay Nick Pechenin a
visit to find out what skills, say, a
level 12 character would have, and
then he’d try to come up with a scene
where the skill is used in some way.
Players automatically get the Bless
spell, for instance, so Imbert would
know that, after a certain point, he’d
be able to create a scene with a
cursed NPC or cursed fire, and
players would be able to figure out
that they’d need to use Bless to get
out of the fight alive.
Sometimes, however, the objective
is to push players. “We give the
player something that they can do,
like healing themselves using
Restoration, but at some point
we disable that by creating a
character that bleeds cursed
blood that inflicts decay, so they
can’t heal themselves. We give

them a nice thing and then take it
away, briefly. We don’t do it too much
because then it starts to show, but
sometimes the story creates good
opportunities for it.”
The problem for the designers
was that it becomes impossible to
predict what skills a player might
have or how their party evolves. With
few limitations to progression,
countless combinations are possible.
Every fight needed to have multiple
solutions, then, to take into account
the broad variety of potential
character and party builds.
“Luckily we have a tool, a party
editor, which allows me to assemble a
party with certain archetypes, which
I can save,” says Imbert, with no
small amount of relief. “So I’ve got a
party which is a warrior, rogue,
ranger, and mage, and I have another
that’s all rogues. And for a level in the
game, I try to have five different
parties. So I can test it with different
groups of characters. I usually test a
fight, like a simple scene, 12 or 15
times. For the final boss, I spent ten
days on it. There was always
something broken.” New tools came
to the rescue more than once.

CONVERSATION STARTER
“People don’t see it, but obviously our
writing isn’t done on paper, of course,
it’s done in actual tools,” says Van
Dosselaer. “The better the tools, the
more you can do and the less
constrained you feel. One of the
major downsides of Original Sin was
that the tool wasn’t dialogue-friendly.
You could tell it had limits that made
it a lot more difficult to mimic actual
conversation, which is why you have
parts where you just get to ask a
question and then read a block of
text. With the new tool we can really

ABOVE: Rub his belly
and he’ll slice you in
half with that axe.

recreate proper conversations with
banter and a good back and forth. If
you look behind the scenes at what
dialogue looks like in the editor, then
sometimes it’s huge, with all these
branches that you’ll never see. It
creates all these unique experiences.
It’s a lot broader because of that.”
With the release date imminent,
the script still wasn’t finished. Vincke
remembers that, at one point, there
were five studios recording while the

PICKING A FIGHT
Senior combat designer Edouard Imbert on how he creates fights

1

I arrive somewhere and
it’s just a void of empty
space. I build the arena,
then I go and see the
writers and find out what
the enemy is like.

2

I have to be super
careful about colors. If
the monsters are red
and the ground is red,
that’s not going to work.
It’s very visual.

3

It can’t be all melee
enemies, as they’ll just
swarm the player. The
most interesting fight is
party vs party, a reflection
of your own team.

4

Then I’m able to name
enemies. You have to
have a poetic component
that makes it cool, and an
informative one that
explains what it does.

team was doing continuous rewrites.
Almost up until the last moment.
“We rewrote the game all the way
up to the week before release, and
there were many conversations still
being modified. It was worth it
because you sensed in a lot of the
permutations of the game that there
was always a story that made sense,
sometimes not so good, sometimes a
lot better than other times. But I
think that was part of the success of
the game. The downside was that the
translation companies and voice
recording companies were going
bananas. We were super lucky that
they supported us or it would have
been a really big disaster.”
Despite this, Original Sin II
launched in time. This was when the
team could sit and watch players do
things they’d never even considered.
“We’re still getting gifs of players
doing something crazy, with jumps or
stacking barrels in advance and all
sorts of things,” says a grinning
Pechenin. “If you can think it up, it
should work. It was very important
for us to have all the systems work
without restrictions.
MAY 2018
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SERF’S UP
A humble blacksmith’s son is thrust into a bloody war in the scrappy,
ambitious KINGDOM COME: DELIVERANCE. By Andy Kelly

T

he opening of Kingdom Come is surprisingly peaceful. You
help your father at his forge. Run errands for your mother.
Cause trouble with your mates. Flirt with your girlfriend. But
just as you’re getting comfortable with protagonist Henry’s
simple life, an army attacks his village and kills everyone he
loves. This is the brutal flashpoint for the game’s tale of war, political
turmoil and vengeance, and I was genuinely devastated when it happened.

NEED TO KNOW
WHAT IS IT?
An open-world RPG set
in medieval Europe.

And there’s something refreshing
It helps that Henry is such a likable
about how it trades these familiar
hero. There isn’t much to him, but I
think that’s the point. He’s so normal, fantasy tropes for something that’s
more understated and realistic. It’s by
so unassuming, that his presence
no means a perfectly accurate
provides a firm, relatable foundation
recreation of what life was actually
for the story. As he reluctantly leaves
like in the Middle
his old life behind,
Ages—Henry would die
becoming a page for a
Nobles will be of dysentery in the first
lord who takes a shine
if it was—but it does
to him and finding
more willing act
a good enough
himself on the frontline
to speak to you impression of one.
of a bloody war, he’s
if you’ve had
The simulation that
just as overwhelmed as
governs everything is
you are. But his spirit
a bath
impressively deep. If
and determination
you get caught stealing,
keep his head mostly
you’ll end up serving time in jail. If
above the water, and he’s an effective
you draw your sword during a
guide through the complicated
fistfight, your opponent will back
culture and politics of this harsh,
down and apologize. Nobles will be
hard medieval world.
more willing to speak to you if you’ve
Kingdom Come is an RPG without
had a bath. If your reputation in a
the dungeons or dragons. There are
town is especially high, people on the
no goblins, enchanted swords, or
street will shout your name and sing
mages. You’ll never cast a spell, slay a
vampire or fulfil an ancient prophecy. your praises. If you drink too much,

DANGER ZONE
If you hit the ale too hard
you’ll wake up with a
hangover, which will cripple
your strength, agility, and
charisma. You can either
sleep it off and lose a whole
day, or find a potion that’ll
clear your head.

If you don’t eat your
nourishment will slowly
drop until you starve. Buy
food from a marketplace or,
if your purse is light, try
stealing some. Just don’t
get caught or you’ll end up
in jail for a few days.
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Warhorse Studios
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In-house
REVIEWED ON
GTX 1080, Intel
i5-6600K, 16GB RAM
MULTIPLAYER
None
LINK
www.kingdom
comerpg.com

How to break poor Henry

1 HUNGOVER

2 STARVING

EXPECT TO PAY
$60

3
2

1

3 SICK

Perishable foods like
fruit and meat will rot over
time. Eat them and you’re
liable to get a bad case of
food poisoning,
dramatically reducing your
strength. But sometimes
you have no choice.

4 INJURED

4

Falling from a height,
being thrown from your
horse or getting into a fight
can temporarily injure your
head, limbs and torso. This
reduces your ability to
defend yourself, so visit a
bath maid and get healed.

you’ll wake up with a hangover. Take
off your clunky plate armor and you
will make less noise while sneaking.
Eat rotten food, and you’ll contract
food poisoning.
These little details keep piling up,
layer upon layer, creating a world that
is thrillingly dynamic and reactive.
And this makes the game, at times,
feel more like a Thief-style immersive
sim than an RPG, letting you
approach objectives in different ways,
game the systems, and be creative.
NPCs follow routines based on the
time of day, which can be learned and
exploited—particularly if you choose
to pursue the thieves guild-style
quests given to you by a shady
character. It feels wrong turning the
good-natured, God-fearing Henry
into a criminal, but it’s a great way to
make some extra groschen, which is
in short supply for much of the game.

CRIMINAL MIND
One quest involves stealing
something from a man’s house, and
gives you an early taste of this
reactivity. You can approach him
during the day and simply ask to buy
it, or you can sneak into his house at
night and steal it while he sleeps. But
he has dogs, and they’ll bark if they
hear you creeping around, so you
have to deal with them too—either by
distracting them with some discarded
meat or, if you can live with yourself,
killing them as they sleep. But this
might wake him up, and he won’t
take kindly to you being on his
property. And all of this is a product
of the game’s rich, all-encompassing
simulation, rather than a series of
scripted events.
But this all comes at a cost. Like
many games with this level of depth
and ambition, Kingdom Come is
plagued by bugs. The simulation is
dense and complex, but also feels like
it could collapse at any second.
There’s relatively harmless stuff, like
characters getting stuck on walls or
floating in midair in cutscenes. But
sometimes it’s more severe, like the
archery contest where my opponent

REVIEW
Kingdom Come: Deliverance
Armor and clothes get dirty
and damaged over time.

Like Geralt, Henry
loves a bath.
Hunting with Hans, a
cocky young lord.

Things aren’t looking
good for our hero.

A guard slacks off
at the tavern.
Lighter armor is
better for sneaking.
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Kingdom Come: Deliverance
Plate armor like this
costs a fortune.

Riding out with the
knights of Rattay.

Stealth is a wise approach.
This bandit leader is an
early boss.

Henry has friends in
high places.
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refused to take his shot, trapping me
in an endless limbo. Or the
Some of the most useful perks
conversation that looped the same
three lines of dialogue over and over,
forever. Throw in some crashes to
desktop and other janky weirdness,
and you’re left with a game that
sorely lacks polish.
It doesn’t run very well, either. On
a PC with a GTX 1080, an i5-6600K
overclocked to 4.5GHz, and 16GB of
RAM, I struggled to maintain a
HIGHBORN
HUMAN DUSTBIN
DODGER
STRONGHOLD
steady framerate—even after
Henry earns a significant
Henry can eat anything,
With this, Henry can jump
Blocking an attack will use
significantly lowering the graphics
+3 speech boost whenever
even if it’s rotten. His
sideways during combat,
up 30% less stamina,
settings and resolution. It’s mostly
he’s talking to upper class
stomach of iron means he
which is handy for avoiding
meaning Henry can fight
fine in the countryside, but as soon as
types like merchants,
won’t suffer the effects of
any incoming arrows or
for longer before he runs
nobles, and royalty.
food poisoning at all.
sword swings.
out of steam.
I enter a town or anywhere with a lot
of geometry, the game stutters badly
and makes moving around feel sludgy
handy in a fight. Keeping him healthy
won’t mark the location of a bandit
and unpleasant. Which is a shame,
is something that requires your
camp, but the swathe of forest it’s
because this beautiful expanse of
hiding in. I can imagine this being
medieval Europe deserves better. The constant attention.
Sleep in a bed, and your injuries
frustrating for some people, as the
forests in particular are stunning;
will heal, and if you own or are
marked area can be quite large. But I
deep and lush and mysterious, like
currently renting the bed, the game
find it immensely satisfying, making
stepping into another world. And
will save. You can quicksave as well,
me feel like I’m actually exploring
while the setting isn’t as vivid or
but doing so requires bottles of
and using my brain rather than
dramatic as places like Skyrim,
expensive booze called Savior
blindly going wherever the developer
Thedas, or Skellige, it feels more real
Schnapps that have the unfortunate
tells me to.
than all of them.
side-effect of getting you drunk.
A good variety of quests keeps
Another thing to note about
Limiting saving to these two options
things interesting, from large battles
Henry is that, while he can handle
is frustrating at times, but it does give
and sieges, to more sedate activities
himself in a fight, he’s far from a
your decisions more weight knowing
such as hunting, settling disputes and
master swordsman. Melee combat in
you can’t just easily reload and try
robbing wine cellars for drunken
Kingdom Come is weighty and
again like with most games.
lords. There are also times when the
violent, and every battle feels
game turns into a very entertaining
important. Make the
medieval police procedural, and
slightest mistake and
SMOOTH TALKER
Melee combat For those of us who
Henry proves to be a talented
you’ll end up dead,
amateur detective. The story can feel
which forces you to
prefer to avoid combat,
in Kingdom
quite dry and self-serious at times,
think carefully about
you can usually talk
Come is
but there are some fun, memorable
each strike, block, parry
your way out of
weighty and trouble. I spent the
quests including an encounter with a
and feint. You can
priest of questionable morality and an
swing your weapon in
game honing Henry’s
violent
eventful hunting trip with the
five directions, and
speech skill, which is
aforementioned wine-loving lord.
fights boil down to
improved by
Kingdom Come is a mess of bugs,
second-guessing your opponent’s
successfully convincing people to see
and there’s the constant feeling that
next move and reacting accordingly.
your side of things in conversations.
developer Warhorse is biting off
But it’s when you’re facing multiple
Similar to Oblivion, Henry learns by
more than it can chew. But there’s a
enemies at once that things get really
doing. So your horse-riding improves
charm to its scrappiness, and it does
difficult, and I rarely survived an
as you explore, your swordsmanship
enough interesting stuff that I’m
encounter with more than two foes,
increases in battle, and your bow gets
willing to tolerate the creaky
even 30 hours into the game.
more accurate with every arrow that
framework holding everything up. It’s
It doesn’t help that Henry is a
hits its target. I’ve always liked this
one of the most satisfying, rewarding
fragile soul. In battle you’ll sustain
levelling system, because it creates
roleplaying experiences I’ve had on
injuries that will seriously hamper
the illusion that Henry is slowly
PC for a while, but the inconsistent
your ability to fight, and a bad one
getting better at the things he does,
performance and the game’s
usually means you’re done for. You
rather than arbitrarily mastering
tendency to completely break does
can improve your chances by wearing them after amassing a certain
test my patience from time to time.
multiple layers of armor, but being
number of experience points.
covered in plate and chainmail has its
A lot of modern RPGs diminish
drawbacks too, negatively impacting
your agency by overusing map
VERDICT
your stamina. And the ailments don’t
markers—something Kingdom Come
Bugs and performance
stop there. Henry can get sick, tired,
deliberately avoids in its quest design.
issues aside, Kingdom
hungry, drunk, hungover, overfed,
If you need to track someone down,
Come is a satisfying
malnourished, and a dozen other
it won’t mark their location on the
roleplaying experience
status effects that will make him less
map, just the town they live in. And it
set in a rich world.

SKILL SEEKER
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SQUAD GOALS
The smartest game in the series, FINAL FANTASY XII: THE ZODIAC AGE,
has finally made it to PC. By Tom Senior

D

almasca has been invaded by the forces of Archadia and it’s
up to a couple of street urchins, a resistance leader, a knight,
a sky pirate, and a rabbit lady to save the realm. There’s an
airship, of course, and there are Chocobos—so far, so Final
Fantasy—but look past the iconography and you’ll ﬁnd the
boldest, most inventive game of the series, powered by a weighty squadbased RPG system and remastered to run at high resolutions on PC.

individual actions, but rather a design
After a brief scene-setting prologue,
you start the game in control of Vaan, challenge in which you tailor the
party’s AI to turn it into a selfa charmless teen from the streets of
Dalmasca. He’s hitting rats in a sewer sustaining death ball that rinses
dungeons with deadly efficiency.
alone, and seems determined to give
You edit each individual’s behavior
you the worst possible introduction
between battles with
to FFXII’s world and
the Gambit system.
systems. As you guide
Final Fantasy This looks like a list of
him around town and
into the surrounding
XII’s greatest commands which you
customize and then
deserts to hunt
problem is that can
drag around to create
monsters you pick up
it takes so long an order of priority.
companions like Vaan’s
Let’s say you’re
streetwise pal, Penelo,
to get good
building a healer. You
and the fantastic sky
might create a priority
pirate Balthier, whose
opening line “I play the leading man,” command that makes them heal allies
below 20% health. Slide that to the
hints at a massive lost opportunity.
top of the list, and they will perform
Once you have a full squad the
that action when possible before
combat system oh-so-slowly reveals
moving on to the next command. You
itself, and the fun can truly begin.
can buy new commands from shops,
Fighting happens seamlessly as
which let you tailor the AI more
you wander around open areas—no
intricately.
separate battle scenes here. When an
The License Board system adds to
enemy attacks, everyone draws their
the appeal, allowing you to cast any
weapons, then you’re free to give
character in any battlefield role. Each
commands to any party member,
character gets to pick a board from a
which they execute as soon as their
selection of 12, each representing a
cooldown timer has expired.
combat archetype. You then use
However, FFXII isn’t really a
License Points to unlock new squares
game about micromanaging

PART Y TIME

1 FRAN

A time wizard
who slows enemies
and speeds up my
hard hitters.

Who does what in PC Gamer’s squad

3 VOSSLER

He’s a guest for
this part of the
mission, so I can’t
customize him,
therefore I hate him.

1

2

2

BALTHIER

The dashing
healer who hangs
back and casts cure
on battered allies.
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NEED TO KNOW
WHAT IS IT?
A remaster of a
decade-old PS2 RPG
in which a gang of
misfits take on an
encroaching empire.
EXPECT TO PAY
$50
DEVELOPER
Square Enix
PUBLISHER
In-house
REVIEWED ON
Intel Core i5-2500K
CPU, 16GB RAM,
Geforce GTX 970 GPU
MULTIPLAYER
None
LINK
www.final
fantasyxii.com

on your board. These give you extra
Gambit slots, health boosts, buffs, and
the skills you need to wear better
armor and wield better weapons.

ROLE CALL
The License Boards are skill trees,
essentially. Together the Gambit
system and License Boards make
developing a party a satisfying
exercise. Even though Balthier turns
up with a gun and Vaan has a knife,
you’re free to throw out the game’s
idea for each fighter entirely.
Final Fantasy XII’s greatest
problem is that it takes so long to get
good. Without the full complexity of
the Gambit system behind it, combat
for the first third of the game feels
boring. The plot front-loads a lot of
repetitive sewer sections, and these
boxy dungeons haven’t aged well
since the original came out in 2006.
The remaster counters this with a
fast-forward mode that lets you
double or quadruple the speed of the
action. This brute force gets you
through the duller dungeons quickly,
and clips hours of grinding out of the
game. Plus while the dungeon layouts
can be tedious, FFXII’s excellent art
direction still shines overall.
Its opening third does it no favors,
and the confused plot never engaged
enough to pull me into the interkingdom squabbling. However, if you
approach Final Fantasy XII as a
vehicle for party experimentation
then it’s easy to fast-forward to the
quality extracurricular stuff, like the
hunting lodge that lets you fight
through a series of intense monster
battles. The Gambit system is so good
it deserves to be spun off into its own
subgenre. If you like theorycrafting,
clever levelling systems and lavish
worlds, this could easily be your new
favorite Final Fantasy.
VERDICT

4
3

4

VA AN

He looks spry
but he’s specced to
tank damage like an
elephant.

A decent port of a great
Final Fantasy entry with
one of the cleverest
combat systems in an
RPG to date.
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Final Fantasy XII: The Zodiac Age
All together now:
“He’s behind you!”

The main town is a
big, colorful bazaar.

Balthier and Fran are the
real stars of the show.

Fear the might of the
leather-strapped BDSM owl.
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FALL OF EMPIRES
AGE OF EMPIRES: DEFINITIVE EDITION
tries to hide its age, but can’t. By Fraser Brown

T

he first Age of Empires introduced the world to Ensemble’s
Warcraft-meets-Civilization concept, and got a good two
years in the spotlight before being overshadowed by its
follow-up. Two decades since its launch, and it’s been
resurrected, with electricity pulsing through its veins and a
couple of new conveniences stitched on for good measure. Age of Empires:
Definitive Edition is prettier and slicker, but it’s still not as good as its

NEED TO KNOW

unit stand-ins in the form of
mythological and historical generals.

WHAT IS IT?
A remastered version of
the classic RTS.

FAMILIAR TERRITORY

EXPECT TO PAY
$20
DEVELOPER

into this version, which means there
We’ve had enough remasters now
Forgotten Empires
are fewer headaches.
that it’s pretty clear what people
PUBLISHER
The 19 empires share the small
want from them: The game we
Microsoft Studios
roster of units and list of buildings,
remember, rose-tinted glasses
REVIEWED ON
with their most notable
included. We want our
Intel i5-3570K,
differences being some
memories of the game,
8GB of RAM, GeForce
unique upgrades. Age
not the messy reality.
It’s an
GTX 970, Windows 10
of Empires manages to
When it comes to the
overhaul
MULTIPLAYER
do a lot with very little,
sights and battlefields
Two to eight players
rather
than
however. The Definitive
of the ancient world, at
LINK
just a bit of
Edition contains the
least, developer
www.ageof
Rise
of
Rome
Forgotten Empires has
HD polish
empires.com/
expansion, so that’s ten
given us exactly that.
games/aoe
campaigns in total.
The Definitive
Missions run the gamut from
Edition’s visual upgrade is a
significant one, though you might not anything-goes sandboxes to
asymmetrical challenges with limited
notice how significant it is until you
fire up the classic mode to see what it resources and fortified enemies. In a
nod to Warcraft, there are also hero
looked back in 1997. It’s an overhaul
rather than just a bit of HD polish,
full of new art and animation, but it’s
all in keeping with the original style.
And it goes beyond aesthetics; the
game’s simply cleaner and easier to
Age of Empires’ visual transformation
parse. The result is that it certainly
doesn’t look 20 years old, but neither
CLASSIC
NEW
does it look completely new.
It’s not just the visual identity
that’s been maintained despite the
2018 facelift. Growing your towns
and conquering other empires feels
Old-school Age of Empires looks
The Definitive Edition lets you
broadly the same as well. The rhythm
better at modern resolutions
zoom in and out for extra clarity
of gathering, expanding, and
and with the updated UI, but the
on the map, and not one
conquering is still hypnotic despite
stiff animations and flat
element hasn’t been changed
textures give away its age.
by the artists.
how familiar it is, but it runs out of
steam quickly. The systems that set it
apart, things inspired by Civilization,
CLASSIC
NEW
were a bit half-baked even in 1997,
with trade, diplomacy, and research
existing in name only. The focus then
and now is on micromanaging lots of
fiddly units—up to 50 in the
Once a settlement gets dense
While pathfinding continues to
campaigns and over 200 in custom
with buildings in the classic
be an obstacle, units are better
games—and constant expansion.
game, units frequently get
able to navigate busy town
Later additions, such as the idle
stuck between buildings and
centers, so you won’t be kept
worker button and the ability to
one another.
waiting for your wood delivery.
queue up units, have made their way

ALL GROWN UP
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I predict you’ll tire out before you
finish every mission. A mountain of
maps and objectives can’t disguise
that you’re playing with the same
small deck in every campaign. By the
time you finish the Egyptian tutorial
campaign, you’ll have seen all of it.
The terrible pathfinding—units
have a predilection for taking weird
routes and getting stuck—and dull AI
have made the jump to 2018. They do
seem less pronounced, but every unit
is still useless without
micromanagement. Since warfare
doesn’t get much more complicated
than growing a horde and clicking on
targets, fights are like herding
confused cats.
These aren’t problems that are
only apparent now, 20 years later, but
time has certainly made them stand
out. And while this is undoubtedly, as
promised, the definitive version of
Age of Empires, it’s not really the Age
of Empires that makes people swoon
when they remember it. The series
started here, but its successor is the
one everybody remembers. That’s
when it started to lean into the
city-planning elements a little bit
more, and when we were finally able
to build gates and thus actual,
practical fortifications. We could
make fortresses! In Age of Empires,
we can make bits of wall.
With definitive editions of the
later instalments on the horizon, Age
of Empires is once again poised to be
overshadowed. If you have a sense of
nostalgia about the birth of the series,
this does a great job of preserving it
while making it considerably more
palatable, but for a trip down
memory lane, it sure is expensive.
VERDICT
Age of Empires:
Definitive Edition is a
solid remake of a game
that’s long past its time
and eclipsed by its sequel.
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REVIEW
Age of Empires: Definitive Edition

Hero units like Caesar make
quick work of regular troops.
The new tech tree makes
research look more involved.

There are only four
types of architecture.

Fights are like disorganized
raves where everyone dies.

Don’t like your neighbor’s
new barracks? Burn it.

Even on island maps there’s
space for large bases.
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COMING OF AGES
CIVILIZATION VI: RISE AND FALL provides big
historical moments and crises. By Fraser Brown

C

ontinuing the last couple of Civilization games’ predilection
for ‘unstacking’, Civilization VI: Rise and Fall has peeled apart
more of the series’ fundamental systems. This time it’s the
march through history itself. It’s more dynamic and messy,
with civs—as the title promises—rising and falling as they
enter new eras and experience Golden and Dark Ages. Yet Civilization has
rarely felt this structured or cohesive.
many you have, the next era will be a
Eras divide Civilization, representing
normal, Golden, or Dark Age.
a civ’s technological and cultural
These ages affect the loyalty of
level. In Rise and Fall, the system has
your citizens and let you pick
been spun out into two types of era:
era-long buffs that give you new
Player eras and game eras. Player
abilities, like recruiting builders by
eras are the mark of a civ’s individual
spending faith, or make
progress, while game
it easier to accumulate
eras start and end at
Every civ is in a era points through
predetermined
like building
moments and affect
race to increase things
districts or conquering.
every civ.
their era score Get a Golden Age and
The result is that
with historic you might see your civ
you’ll still be rewarded
enter a period of
for investing in science
moments
prosperity with every
and planning ahead,
city praising your
but if you don’t, there’s
name, while a Dark Age could spell
going to be a fixed point where the
civil war, turning cities into free cities
new era officially begins, so you’re
that can be snatched up by rivals.
not going to fall too far behind. It’s a
A Dark Age isn’t the end, though.
nudge towards parity that keeps
It introduces new challenges,
things interesting without
certainly, but they’re all
diminishing the rewards for having
surmountable, and indeed there are
the most enviable civ.
even some advantages. If you’ve not
It’s with the inclusion of Golden
expanded too quickly and your cities
and Dark Ages that things get a bit
are pretty loyal, then you’ll likely
messier. During an era, every civ is in
a race to increase their era score with make it through unscathed. If you’ve
historic moments. Depending on how done well and gathered enough era

NEED TO KNOW
WHAT IS IT?
A tumultuous
expansion that finally
introduces golf to
Civilization.
EXPECT TO PAY
$30
DEVELOPER
Firaxis
PUBLISHER
2K Games
REVIEWED ON
Intel i5-3570K, 8GB
RAM, GeForce GTX 970,
Windows 10
MULTIPLAYER
Up to 12 online
LINK
www.civilization.com

T H E H AT E F U L E I G H T Meet the new civs vying for dominance
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CREE

NETHERLANDS

SCOTLAND

ZULU

Alliances and
trade are the
Cree
specialities,
and traders can even bring
tiles under Cree control.

Trade and
culture is
the Dutch
brand, while
rivers are where they
should set up shop.

A civ that
balances
science and
production
while filling the world with
golf courses.

A martial civ
that can
make corps
and armies
early and comes with a
unique military district.

GEORGIA

KOREA

MAPUCHE

MONGOLIA

This
religionpowered civ
likes to
declare protectorate wars
as it gets a 100% boost.

A sciencebased civ
with its own
science
district and benefits from
having governors in cities.

When
Mapuche
units beat up
enemies,
nearby enemy citizens
become disloyal.

The
Mongolians
get cavalry
bonuses, but
it’s their trading posts that
make them dangerous.

MAY 2018

points during the Dark Age, you’ll
enter a supercharged Heroic Age.
If anything, it could stand to be
harsher, though I do appreciate that
it feels less like punishment and more
like a trickier path. I’ve yet to see it
fully realize its potential, however. It’s
unpredictable, but huge upheavals
have been largely absent in my games.

UNITED NATIONS
There have been a few large-scale
international emergencies, though.
These are new cooperative events
that task civs with banding together
to solve a crisis, targeting another
empire. In my game as Scotland and
Robert the Bruce, I sparked one off
when I converted the Catholic holy
city of Seville to Protestantism. It
created a mission where I had to hold
it for 16 turns and the rest of the
world had to stop me. Unfortunately
for Spain, only a few friends lent a
hand and I got myself a cash reward
and an explosion of faith.
While the objectives are simple
and the AI isn’t a great team player,
it’s an effective way to force civs into
conflicts, making the world a bit
livelier in the process. Perhaps more
importantly, it turns what could have
been overlooked moments into
significant events. I wouldn’t have
remembered the conversion of Seville
in any other game, but now I
remember it as this siege with Spain
and its allies furiously summoning
lightning bolts out the sky in an effort
to rid the city of my religion.
That’s what lies at the core of Rise
and Fall. It’s an expansion that homes
in on single moments or periods and
gives them greater impact. It shakes
things up, so it won’t convert
everyone, but the added dynamism is
a massive boon for a series where the
pace can be predictable.
VERDICT
Rise and Fall is a great
addition to Civilization VI
that doesn’t quite go far
enough to become an
essential purchase.
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REVIEW
Civilization VI: Rise and Fall

In the Dark Age, the color is
sucked out of the world.

Aberdeen exchanges the east
of Scotland for the rainforest.

Emergencies are missions
with major consequences.

Governors give cities
special buffs and abilities.

Settle here and your city
might be seduced by a rival.
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JUST SAIYAN
Arc System Works rethinks fighting-game basics
in DRAGON BALL FIGHTERZ. By Nathan Brown

F

ans of one of the biggest names in all of anime have been
somewhat underserved by videogames, in quality if not in
quantity. Licence-holder Bandai Namco churns out tie-in
games at a right old lick, but they’ve always felt like cash-ins:
Products that sell because of the name on the box. Well, no
longer. Not only is Dragon Ball FighterZ comfortably the best game this
licence has ever produced; it’s a cracking fighting game, too.

NEED TO KNOW
WHAT IS IT?
A three-on-three
fighting game from the
maker of Blazblue and
Guilty Gear
EXPECT TO PAY

$60
air combo, the latter ending in a
It is also a gorgeous one, a far cry
super move); a Super Dash, which
from the rough edges of Dragon Ball
DEVELOPER
Arc System Works
homes in on your opponent from
games past. Developers Arc System
anywhere on screen; and the Vanish,
Works make the Guilty Gear Xrd
PUBLISHER
Bandai Namco
which teleports you behind your
games, and the game engine that
Entertainment
opponent and whacks them away.
underpins what was, until now, the
Yet nowhere is Arc’s
most beautiful fighting
REVIEWED ON
GTX 970, i5-6400,
drive for accessibility
game on the market is
16GB RAM
a perfect foundation for Novice players more apparent than in
its
implementation
of
what is to all intents
MULTIPLAYER
have easy
Two players
humble fireball.
and purposes a fully
access
to all the the
Projectiles are an
playable cartoon. Arc’s
LINK
fundamental essential tool in
genius lies in the fact
www.bit.ly/
dragonballfz
fighting games, vital for
that, despite the
tools
controlling the space in
side-on view, these are
front of you. Here,
3D character models
they’re performed with a single
battling it out on 3D stages, meaning
button press. Mash that button, and
the camera can be unhooked from its
you’ll fling out a long string of them;
moorings to better frame a powerful
add a fireball motion, and you’ll fill
move or super combo. The result is a
half the screen with a Kamehameha.
sumptuous-looking game before a
With an anti-air Shoryuken available
fireball has even been thrown. Once
to anyone who can press down and
the sparks do start to fly, it is simply
something else, the screen exploding
in anime-perfect carnage.
Such visual spectacle isn’t exactly
uncommon in fighting games, and
particularly in team-based brawlers.
A 100% factual intro to the world of DBZ
But rarely has such devastation been
so easy to pull off. Mindful of the fact
GOHAN
TIEN
that the Dragon Ball licence will
A keen aficionado
Something of an
bring in a more casual audience, Arc
of early electronic
upstart, it says
music, Gohan—real
here, always
has lowered the barrier to entry with
name Steve
picking fights he
a host of systems aimed at beginners.
Warbles—chose his
can’t win. That’s a
Special moves are performed with
stage name
third eye on his
simple quarter circles and one
in homage to
forehead, by the
button. The same applies to super
Dave Gahan.
way. Stop laughing.
moves, albeit with either a double
button press or, on a controller, a
TRUNKS
KID BUU
trigger. They’re universal across the
Jack Trouble was
Named after his
cast, too—the idea is that you can hop
forced to abandon
two loves—Kid
around the roster at will without
a swimming career
Rock and Han-era
after a not-so-freak
Chinese general Lü
needing to pore over move lists.
swordfighting
Bu—this shit is a
Other system-wide concessions
accident. His name
nightmare to face,
include autocombos, performed with
is a tribute to what
and we hope he is
rapid presses of light or medium
might have been.
patched to death.
attack (the former including a flashy

MEET THE TEAM
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heavy attack, novice players have easy
access to all the fundamental tools.

KRILLIN’ IT

If your impression of all this is one of
a game aimed at, and solely at, people
who wouldn’t know a super cancel if
it smacked them in the face, think
again. As you’ll discover once you
clear the generous Story mode, and
either take on the upper tiers of
Arcade mode or head online, this is a
game of tremendous complexity. The
moves may be easy, but working
them into a tag team of three, finding
synergy in assists and supers, is
anything but. The CPU AI suddenly
turns into a monster, while the online
competition is stiff indeed. The game
does a wonderful job of easing you in,
but a pasting, whether you venture
online or not, is as good as inevitable.
If only the online component had
launched in a slightly better state.
Network conditions are spotty, and
you’ll frequently be kicked out of the
lobbies you’re automatically loaded
into when you boot up the game. No
doubt it will be fixed; these things
always are, and perhaps Namco were
caught on the hop by the game’s
success (it’s already the most popular
fighting game in Steam’s history). But
it shouldn’t have happened in the
first place.
There’s disappointment, too, in
the lack of any kind of bridge
between the easy button-mashing of
the Story modes and the lofty
complexity of the high-level game.
But this is a genre-wide problem, and
one Arc and Bandai Namco never set
out to solve. Their mission was to
make a fighting game that was true to
its licence, and appealed both to
anime-loving beginners and genre
veterans. On that measure, it has
succeeded, and with style.
VERDICT
Accessible yet
deeply complex, chaotic,
yet stunningly beautiful:
Dragon Ball FighterZ is
the real deal.
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REVIEW
Dragon Ball FighterZ
Goku Black has great attack range
to compensate for his abysmal hair.

Beerus is an early favorite on the tournament
scene. Here’s his level-three super.

This, believe it or not, is a regular old special
move. Arc unhooks the camera constantly.
The aptly named Hit doles
out some super-combo pain.

Even anti-airs look good. Press the button
again and you’ll follow them into the air.
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GOOD REEF
SUBNAUTICA takes you to beautiful and terrifying depths.
By Philippa Warr

T

here’s an enticing-looking hole near my main Subnautica
base. It’s one of the more manageable underwater cave
systems in the game as it’s not too deep and it consists of
tiered concentric circles of terrain with only a few tunnels
leading off. The arrangement draws your eye to a plant called
a Rouge Cradle and is ripe for a few screenshots. But this colorful,
relatively simple space can still hurt or kill me easily.

The basic premise of Subnautica is
This particular segment of
that you have crash-landed on an
Subnautica’s ocean-based survival
alien planet. You can see the burning
adventure contains Drooping
hull of your ship, the Aurora, from
Stingers—poisonous jellyfish-like
your life pod. You seem to be the sole
plants that hang down across tunnel
survivor, and you have no idea what
entrances. There is also at least one
lurks beyond the
Sand Shark. I can see it
shallows.
throwing up clouds as
The first order of
You will
it burrows along the
business is basic
sea bed below.
discover
so you
There are
the stunning survival,
investigate the vibrant
mushrooms which, if I
kelp forests
sea outside your pod,
hit them with my
seeking out the
survival knife, will
early on
resources your
release harmful acid. I
fabricator needs to
also spot a tadpoleshaped Biter, which will nibble down craft food, water, and essential tools.
You’ll break open lumps of
my health bar, given the opportunity.
sandstone and limestone to find
There is also the capacity for
deposits of titanium, silver, lead, and
death in the usual survival game
ways. I could run out of food or clean more. A pillowy-looking fish is useful
water. I could run out of air if I spend for water filtration, while others are
good eatin’. There are gigantic coral
too long captivated by caves and
tubes, shoals of boomerang fish,
strange life forms. The latter is the
huddles of docile creatures with long
usual cause of death for my avatar. I
noses and glowing bums, and clusters
just love investigating Subnautica’s
of neon plant life.
curated waters too much!

NEED TO KNOW
WHAT IS IT?
An alien ocean survival
adventure.
EXPECT TO PAY
$25
DEVELOPER
Unknown Worlds
Entertainment
PUBLISHER
In-house
REVIEWED ON
Intel Core i7-5820k,
16GB RAM, GeForce
GTX 970,Windows 10,
MULTIPLAYER
None
LINK
www.unknown
worlds.com/subnautica

SHOPPING LIST
Tips for survival when you splash down into the depths

Once you’ve familiarized yourself
with the basics, you find yourself able
to venture further and survive longer.
Subnautica meets this increased
confidence with beautiful biomes,
tempting you with new resources and
new creatures.
You’ll discover the stunning kelp
forests early on, basking in their
green splendor before spotting the
eel/crocodile creatures. They’re
Stalkers. They might try to take a bite
out of you, but they prefer to play
with the metal of wrecked craft.
As you poke around, you start to
flesh out the story beyond your own
immediate survival exploits. Some of
that comes via exploration and some
is via audio snippets, which your
radio will pick up. How you choose to
balance pursuit of the narrative
against pottering under the sea is left
up to you in the main Survival mode.
Other game modes allow you to make
that choice more explicit. For
example, Creative mode strips out all
the survival and the story, just letting
you build and explore. Hardcore
gives you only one life and no oxygen
warnings, so is better for roleplay.
I spent around 70 hours in one of
Subnautica’s Early Access builds a
few years ago, before the story was
implemented. I divided the time
between building an underwater base
and exploring the world, letting the
exploration loop back into the habitat
crafting by using the trips to gather
resources or pick up seeds so I could
create a little underwater garden.

DROP IN THE OCEAN

CREEPVINE
SEED CLUSTER
Just outside the shallows
are the creepvine forests.
Creepvines are useful as
sustenance if you’re trying
to live a veggie life, and you
can use the glowing seeds
to make silicone rubber for
early game tools.
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ACID MUSHROOM

GIANT CORAL TUBES

ME TAL SALVAGE

Combine these colorful
mushrooms with copper
ore (abundant in the
shallows) to create
batteries. Be careful,
though—if you strike them
with a knife they release
damaging acid, as well as
useful spores.

You can chip chunks off
these huge structures with
your survival knife. The
pieces of coral tube you
get can then be combined
with salt to make bleach,
which can be used to
create a more efficient
water supply.

These large clumps of
mangled metal can each
be collected and converted
into four pieces of
titanium—a vital resource
throughout the game.
Letting the Stalker fish
play with them can also
yield surprising rewards.

With the 1.0 release, even though I
was trying to focus on the story in
order to deliver a review verdict, I
kept defaulting to a lovely, restful
flow between three things: Building
up my habitat; exploring different
zones; and pursuing the narrative.
That’s not great time management
for a review, but it’s a great quality in
the game itself, lulling me back into
those patterns and letting the
different forms of play ebb and flow,
depending on what I fancied doing.

REVIEW
Subnautica
A scanner will teach you more
about your surroundings.

Despite its size, this creature is one
of the ones which won’t try to eat you.

You can easily lose your
bearings inside wrecks.

The deeper you go,
the weirder things get.

Exiting your pod offers your
first look at the Aurora.
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Subnautica
Helpful markers ensure you
can always locate your base.

The basic layout of my base.

Spectacular plants
punctuate each biome.

These harmless grazers drop
gassy pods from their butts.
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Undersea exploration isn’t
everyone’s cup of tea, though, so
Turns out I forgot to refill that
spare oxygen tank.
you’ll need to take your own comfort
level into consideration alongside my
THIS CREATURE IS NOT HERE
How Subnautica
recommendation of the game.
TO MAKE FRIENDS!
will kill you
One colleague finds jellyfish to be
Apparently, that was not the
deeply unsettling, and thus is not
exit route.
10%
20%
keen on those Drooping Stingers. A
I forgot that food was a thing I
former colleague has a phobia of
need to eat.
crabs, and will struggle with Cave
5%
Now where did I put my water
Crawlers. One friend finds the idea of
5%
bottle?
being underwater a struggle, so I’d
I don’t even know, but it was
50%
10%
never suggest this to him unless
bad and it happened when I was
pitching it as a horror, and another
in the sea.
gets really freaked out by gigantic
things lurking in the deep sea, so
would hate some specific zones.
repository of scavenged knick-knacks.
I’m at the opposite end of the
The thermal vent location was
scale. I find sea life endlessly
initially an aesthetic choice, but now
fascinating both in and out of fiction.
the heat helps generate electricity to
In Subnautica each biome is infused
keep the lights and fabricators
with its own distinct combination of
running. I’ve also built a room full of
alien and familiar beauty. I love
aquaria—half a dozen glass cases of
exploring their caves and crevices
swimming fish inside a delicate
and I love following the creatures
windowed room inside a vast ocean
around—even the more aggressive
ones—with my scanner in hand. Each of swimming fish.
In terms of irritants, there are a
successful scan rewards me with new
few. One is pop-in, both of objects
facts about life on this ocean world.
and textures. I don’t mind it because
Did you know that the boomerang
it feels like a logical casualty of how
fish has little teeth it uses to grind
believable undersea set design has to
corals down?
work. Swimming through clear ocean
This pursuit of knowledge
towards a point means there are none
probably explains why I will also
of the usual obscured viewpoint
happily dive into a labyrinthine cave
moments which you can use to swap
system, often without remembering
in more detailed
to lay a path of glowing
textures in other
markers so I can make
Subnautica
environments.
my way back out.
For someone like
lets you engage
me, playing on Survival
VIEWS
with [the story] SEA
mode, the worst thing
Acquiescing doesn’t
as much as you mean you won’t notice
that can happen is you
lose a bit of progress
it, but I’ll take the
choose
when you die in said
trade-off if it means the
cave system, or you get
game can run properly,
a jump scare thanks to an aggressive
and I still get some truly lovely
creature swimming up behind you. I
landscapes to experience once I’m
won’t spoil it for you, but something
close enough.
in the deeper water destroyed my
Habitat-building can also be
little submersible craft in an instant.
finicky. For example, I have
That sense of being confused,
absolutely no idea why one of my
threatened and suddenly stranded
multipurpose rooms won’t let me add
two kilometers from my ‘home’ is the glass windows, but the rest will. More
closest that I’ve come to real panic.
information on your HUD when
Home, by the way, is a gigantic,
placing objects would make it much
sprawling base near a thermal vent.
less exasperating—“this room needs
You go in via a little hatch and find
this much clear space below”, or “this
the main manufacturing and storage
interaction is causing a problem”.
facilities. The further you go the
In the later game I ran into some
more the base errs towards
truly frustrating issues. In one, I left
decoration and relaxation. An
my Seamoth (the small submarine) to
observatory is in danger of becoming
scout for resources, and returned
a greenhouse, glass corridors offer
later to find that it had ‘burrowed’
views of glowing plants in outdoor
about two meters into the floor.
grow beds, and my bedroom is a
There was no way to extract it, so my

G R I M D E AT H

choices were to abandon it and go
through the rigmarole of collecting
all the resources to build it and its
upgrades all over again, or to bring up
the debug console, spawn a
deprecated item called a terraformer,
and dig the thing back out.
About six hours later the Cyclops
(my massive submarine) became
stuck in a really deep cave system. I
tried everything I could think of to
free it, from removing energy-sapping
leeches, to checking for obstacles but
to no avail. I had to abandon it, and I
still don’t know why. The craft itself
is a big resource and time investment,
but it also contained the Seamoth at a
depth the Seamoth couldn’t survive if
I undocked it, so that’s gone, too.
A more flexible save system would
have been useful. With multiple save
files for the same playthrough I could
have simply reverted to an earlier
save, taking the hit in progress in
order to try and avoid the bigger loss
of my craft. Unfortunately I had
saved in this particular run after
getting into the pickle. From a file
size point of view the system makes
sense, but it means glitches can be
monumentally costly.
I really enjoyed how the story
unfolded and Subnautica lets you
engage with it as much as you
choose. It offers information to keep
you moving if you prefer having a
specific task, but isn’t overbearing or
insistent with any of it. The main arc
was compelling, with some lovely
emotional moments. That said, it
struggles to create a meaningful
connection with anything off-world.
By contrast you develop a real
affection for this alien world so some
story strands suffered by dint of being
at odds with that balance.
To put these negatives in context,
though, I have spent nearly 50 hours
on my current playthrough and my
total playtime is over 120 hours. I am
actually still playing (although I did
indeed rage-quit twice because of the
vehicular issues). I have collected
more than 2,000 screenshots of the
beautiful world and its strange
creatures and, now that the review is
over, I can go back to meandering at
my own pace. It is, without doubt, my
favorite game of the last five years.
VERDICT
A smattering of technical
issues keep Subnautica
from true legendary
status at launch, but only
just. A gorgeous game.
MAY 2018
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PREPARE TO CLIMB
CELESTE is a twitch platformer with
a story of ascent. By Shaun Prescott

C

eleste is about overcoming adversity. It’s a punishing
platformer designed to accommodate people who can’t
complete punishing platformers. Rather than being hard for
its own sake, Celeste is hard for a reason that dovetails with
its themes and narrative. And much like the demons that
haunt the game’s protagonist, the difficulty does relent. You will finish this
game. But if you’re like me, you’ll die upwards of 3,000 times doing so.
You play as Madeline, a young
them focus on momentum. Chaining
woman hellbent on climbing the
dashes between green diamonds is a
Celeste Mountain. It’s tall, dangerous, treat, as is manipulating directional
and seemingly haunted; not the kind
blocks to leap deftly through levels.
you’d normally want to climb. But
At times, Celeste has a ground-is-lava
Madeline does, because it seems to
feel best captured recently in Ori and
her that she can’t get
the Blind Forest, in the
anything else right in
way it has you charging
Chaining
her life. She can’t make
through the cosmos in
peace with herself, so
dashes between a balletic dance.
why not dive headﬁrst
The worst of these
green
into a insurmountable
modiﬁers is wind.
diamonds is a When it’s blowing in
challenge?
Spikes, red ooze,
Madeline’s favor, it’s
treat
fatal falls… all the
fun to course through
environmental hazards
the air. But when she
are here, and they’ll all kill you on
must press against the wind, it’s like
impact. Madeline can jump, dash
navigating through treacle. In an
(both midair and on the ground), and otherwise brilliant platformer, these
climb walls and cliff faces. For the
are among the most tedious moments
bulk of the game that’s all she can do, I’ve experienced in a modern 2D
though certain environmental
game. Celeste is about snappy action,
features, speciﬁc to each of the
and wind is a huge momentum killer.
worlds, tinker with the format.
You’ll ﬁnd jump pads, red glowing C’EST LA VIE
balls that hurtle you endlessly in any
Celeste is interesting for the way it
given direction, and green diamonds
weaves its narrative around its twitch
which grant Madeline an extra
platforming template. It’s a
mid-air dash. Celeste never stops
story of a young woman’s
adding modiﬁers to its simple
efforts to make peace with
two-button platforming, and most of
herself. One can assume that

D I F F I C U LT Y C U R V E
DIFFICULT Y
Hard

Getting the hang of
dashing and
gripping walls takes
some time.

The ups and downs of Celeste
Ah, a boss.
Good job I just
need to run
away from it.

Wait, so this is all I
have to do? No
problem.
Easy
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Wind, damn. I
didn’t need my
teeth anyway.

I’ve mastered
the essentials.
It’s smooth
sailing now,
right?
TIME
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NEED TO KNOW
WHAT IS IT?
A challenging action
platformer about
climbing a mysterious
mountain.
EXPECT TO PAY
$20
DEVELOPER
Matt Makes Games
PUBLISHER
In-house
REVIEWED ON
Core i7-4720HQ, 16 GB
RAM, GeForce GTX
980M
MULTIPLAYER
None
LINK
www.celestegame.com

scaling a mysterious mountain is
tough, but the reason Madeline is
scaling it, and the things we learn
about her as she does, lends a sense
of urgency and purpose to the task.
The familiar pattern of failing and
trying again is very much a part of
Madeline’s frame of mind, whether
she’s scaling a mountain or not. In
this way, Celeste utilizes its rhythm in
a way that will feel meaningful to
everyone. It helps that platforming is
leavened with more open-ended
areas focused on light puzzling, and
these often double as tutorials for the
new elements that will prevail for the
next few play sessions.
What really sets Celeste apart,
aside from the story, is that you’ll
ﬁnish it. Twitch platformers are my
bread and butter, but I’ve never
ﬁnished Super Meat Boy, I’ll never
ﬁnish N++, and 1001 Spikes can die in
a ﬁre. I’m happy to play a game for as
long as I’m capable and not ﬁnish it,
but many aren’t. This is a game for
those who aren’t. Those looking for a
caustic challenge can ﬁnd cassettes
throughout Celeste’s world that
‘remix’ the game in devious ways, but
I’m fairly certain that anyone, with
the right amount of determination,
can complete the core game. I did so
in about ten hours.
That’s probably my favorite aspect
of Celeste: It wields difﬁculty in a
meaningful way, but not in a way that
will solely appeal to masochists. It
reminds me of The End is Nigh, in the
way its difﬁculty is not just a
longevity-oriented feature, but a core
vehicle for helping the player
understand what the game is about.
Celeste knows when to dig its claws
in, but also when to give you a break.
I’d recommend 1001 Spikes to
basically no one but myself. I’d
recommend Celeste to anyone.
VERDICT
Celeste is an engaging,
vibrant and challenging
platformer that adds
narrative to a genre often
shy of it.
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REVIEW
Celeste
Boss battles are usually
high-speed chase sequences.

Platformer logic: Use a cloud
to scale a spiky block.

Sometimes the pixel art’s so
lush you just sit and stare.
Reaching the summit isn’t
the end: Far from it.

Eww, books. Thankfully it’s
your job to remove them.
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FREE GAMES REVIEW
Doki Doki Literature Club
Picking words will govern which
girls your poems appeal to.

From left to right: Sayori,
Yuri, and Monika.

PAGE TURNER
DOKI DOKI LITERATURE CLUB is more than it first seems. By Philippa Warr

D

oki Doki Literature Club introduces itself as a sugary-sweet
high school scenario. You’re cajoled into joining a literature
club populated by four girls, and begin to get to know them.
The visual novel trappings mean it’s conversation-heavy, but
you’ll start to make choices about who you hang out with
and play poetry minigames where your word choices affect how the girls
react to you. Then it starts to show its teeth.

segments. Whether you feel those are
An entirely spoiler-free playthrough
justified by the end will vary. For me,
is best if you want to feel the full
I see that those beats are repositioned
impact of Doki Doki. But that
as you get further into the
approach is difficult to recommend,
experience, but that doesn’t mean
because so many of the tricks after
they aren’t sometimes repellent to
this initial segment revolve around
encounter. It’s reasonable a player
difficult and upsetting subjects. As
such, a spoiler-free playthrough is the would want to tap out of the game at
those points and judge
privilege of players
it accordingly.
who have never needed
It becomes
I initially stopped
or benefitted from a
content warning.
easier to relish playing because
dating sims
My own feeling is
its strengths anime-style
aren’t my thing. Poetry
that Doki Doki collects
the further
creation was an
a lot of metagaming
interesting touch,
techniques I’ve seen in
you get
though. Then I went
isolation elsewhere,
back having been told
particularly in my
there was more to it, only to nearly
forays into smaller horror games like
stop again when ‘more to it’ seemed
IMSCARED, and layers them up to
to mean one of those fads where
create a peculiar onion of a game. It’s
a horror onion in dating sim clothing. people endure ‘edgy’ experiences to
keep up with their friends.
Some of the trickery feels cheap
Ultimately it settled into a curious
or crass—particularly the reliance on
experience which delights in
various kinds of abuse and mental
wrong-footing players. It becomes
illness for its twists in the earlier
86
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NEED TO KNOW
WHAT IS IT?
Superficially? An
anime-style dating sim.
Later? Well...
EXPECT TO PAY
Free/pay what you want
DEVELOPER
Team Salvato
PUBLISHER
In-house
REVIEWED ON
Intel Core i7-5820k,
16GB RAM, GeForce
GTX 970, Windows 10
MULTIPLAYER
None
LINK
www.ddlc.moe

easier to relish its strengths the
further you get, not least because at
that point the elements deserving a
warning have been recontextualized.
I’m still not entirely satisfied by that
context but my objections have
become very different!

TRYING PATIENCE
It’s never fully enjoyable because the
developer often leans on testing your
patience to get to the reveals, but
there are moments of delight in the
late game, especially when you
realize the results of that
metatinkering. Among the mass of
machinations and shock are pockets
of unexpectedly subtle writing.
Doki Doki will definitely appeal to
those seeking the next endurance or
shock value fad. It isn’t just those
things, but its extra layers are gated
by material well worth content
warnings. The full experience is
interesting, but also reserved for
players able to shrug off its forays
into extreme content.
VERDICT
A multilayered
experience with a wealth
of twists and turns, but
some players will be
justifiably repelled.
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FREE GAMES REVIEW
A Raven Monologue / untitled (the flower game)

FEATHERED FRIEND

The roving raven has
speech bubbles, but no speech.

A RAVEN MONOLOGUE takes flight. By Philippa Warr

P

lucked from the storybook
end of the gaming spectrum,
A Raven Monologue is a
beautifully touching set of scenes
following a raven and his
interactions with the people of a
village. It’s an exercise in wordless
storytelling, so there’s no text, but
accompanying the panels is a
looping song by Christabel Annora.
The music—indeed the whole
project—has a bittersweet delicacy I
tend to associate more with gently
sad Scandinavian indie music. It
probably wouldn’t be out of place in a
Christmas commercial, but it
manages to avoid being overly
emotionally manipulative. Instead, it
just feels honest and sweet—more
akin to a touching Pixar short.
A Raven Monologue was produced
as part of an internal game jam at
Indonesian developer Mojiken. The
jam was focused on telling stories

using a constrained work of
interactive art, hence the
wordlessness and the only
interactions in the game being to
move right and left through the
panels. With this piece, its creators
hit a balance between ambiguity in
the story and the specificity of the
mood they’re conveying.
To maintain as much of that
ambiguity as possible, I’d suggest
skipping the descriptions on the
game sale platform you use as much
as possible and just opening it up and
seeing what you think first.
You can experience all of the story
panels the game has to offer in
around five minutes, which, on Steam
particularly, makes it feel like a tiny
jewel in amongst longer or more
traditional experiences. I found
myself going back a few
times, or just letting the
music loop in the
background as I worked.
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The world has so many
delightful details.

NEED TO KNOW
EXPECT TO PAY
Nothing

DEVELOPER
Mojiken Studio

PETAL HELL

LINK
www.bit.ly/ravenmon

This level gives you 14
snakeheads to work with.

It’s UNTITLED (THE FLOWER GAME). By Philippa Warr

H

alf curious kaleidoscope,
half confusing bullet hell,
untitled (the flower game)
is somewhere between a drawing
machine and an arcade game. In
fact, it caters to that split by letting
you choose between a game mode
where you collect red markers and
one where you play around with
sliders to generate images.
For the more traditional game mode
you’re essentially playing Snake,
except the snake you control has
been put through a kaleidoscope.
That means that as you keep an eye
on one head, there are many others,
all originating from the central point
and all mimicking your moves.
When you’re collecting red
markers you can thus just switch
your attention to whichever
snakehead is nearer the next marker.
That’s a cool twist, but means you’re
also keeping track of a multitude of

vulnerable points as bullets start
moving (also synchronized) around
you. Everything leaves a trail and the
effect is reminiscent of a flower head.
The visuals can be
overwhelming—it took me a while to
work out the difference between
losing a life and triggering the end of
a level, for example. But the challenge
is interesting, and hard to master. I
can reliably get to level five of 20 but
only reached double digits once.
The image generation mode is a
nice contrast. It strips out the
objectives and risk of death so you
can experiment with making patterns
and marks in the circular space. You
also now have a bunch of sliders at
your disposal for altering the look of
the arena even more. The only thing
missing from this mode is a
screenshot key for saving
favorite permutations
instead of using thirdparty options.
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The more you wiggle around, the more
complex the image.

NEED TO KNOW
EXPECT TO PAY
Nothing

DEVELOPER
Withering Systems

LINK
www.bit.ly/flowergame
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EXTRA LIFE
CONTINUED ADVENTURES IN GAMING
Astroneer is also just
really pretty.

“A backlog of mysterious lumps”
Using Early Access ASTRONEER to deal with the Singularity
ntil this week, my
most recent
conversation about
Astroneer involved
bumping into former
lead designer Jacob Liechty at GDC
in San Francisco. He was in the
process of leaving the company, and
we had a fascinating chat about his
new work in AI safety.

U

Playing Astroneer roughly a year on,
that chat came back to me. I meant to
check in with the game’s progress
and fiddle around with multiplayer.
What I ended up doing was listening
to a 2015 episode of The Partially
Examined Life—a philosophy
podcast—featuring Nick Bostrom.
Bostrom is the director of the
Future of Humanity Institute at the
88
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PHILIPPA WARR
THIS MONTH
Gazed at the Singularity and
hoped it didn’t gaze back.
ALSO PLAYED
Oblivion, Swamp
Alchemist, Subnautica

University of Oxford. I came across
his work when I used to write for
Wired because questions of existence
and existential risk sit alongside areas
of rapid change (like AI) and can feed
into how we alter legislation.
These questions are a valuable
part of how we grapple with an
unknowable future and our own
culpability or control. Depending on
whether you believe in the
Singularity they might be the most

important questions we face today.
But the conversation can become
paralyzing—it invokes an
inconceivable level of change brought
about by people and tech over which
you likely have no control.
Pottering around in Astroneer’s
optimistic future makes those
questions easier to contemplate. It
helps switch off that vast shadowy
powerlessness which threatens to
overwhelm the topic after a while.
Right now there’s a discussion of
existential risk playing in my ears.

THERE’S A WIKI IF I CAN’T
REMEMBER WHAT A FILTER
DOES, FOR GOODNESS SAKE

N O W P L AY I N G
THE GAMES WE LOVE RIGHT NOW
Strange caverns yield more
advanced materials.

The boat was nice while
it existed.

Our main existential
threat comes via curiosity.

“I share some of
the blame…”
But it’s balanced by my hands being
plunged into Astroneer’s peaceful
future where we ﬁgured this all out.

UTOPIA
In Astroneer, for example, there are
no think pieces about the destruction
I may be wreaking on the ecosystem,
I’m not trying to navigate politics,
and the tech which is keeping me
alive isn’t slipping out of my grasp.
There’s a wiki if I can’t remember
what a ﬁlter does, for goodness sake.
I have a functional base and a
backlog of mysterious lumps which I
can analyse to generate data. If I
accumulate enough data, I can
acquire blueprints for crafting and
exploration options. I’m torn between
a pursuit of the shuttle which I can
use to reach new planets, or investing
in rovers so I can scoot around.
I could have tamped down my
existential dread with any pleasantly
compelling game, but it felt like a
vague continuation of that
conversation with Liechty to do it via
Astroneer. It also led me to this quote
in his exit post on the Astroneer blog:
“The thing I love about Astroneer
is how thematically aspirational it is,
both to its emotional depths and also
to the sky, stars and beyond.
Humanity is ceaselessly mediating
the boundary between its internal
existential questions and its external
aspirations. These are exciting times
both for age-old philosophical
questions and for brand-new
explorations and frontiers.”

Mounting a defence in SEA OF THIEVES
PHIL SAVAGE
THIS MONTH
Quickly became an expert
in maritime law.
ALSO PLAYED

Shadow Tactics: Blades of
the Shogun

ur ship is gone. It
didn’t sink so much as
it vanished from
existence after
crashing so hard into
a harbor that it got irretrievably
stuck. Our job now, as the crew of
the bit of sea where there used to
be a ship, is to assign blame.

O

It is quickly determined that I am at
fault. My crew have pieced together a
timeline. It starts with me raising the
anchor, not paying attention to the
fact the boat was pointed towards the
harbor. It ends with the boat crashing
into the harbor. There is a correlation
between the two, I am told.
I don’t disagree that I share some
of the blame. But is it entirely my
fault? I say no. Rather, my anchor
mishap is the ﬁnale in a chaotic chain
of events—a crisscrossing red string
of failure that connects every crew
member of what was once a vessel.
For instance, PC Gamer’s web
editor Tom Senior was at the front of
the ship as we made our way into

harbor. We’d had a few near misses
on previous islands, so Tom played it
safe, dropping anchor well away from
the pier, forcing us to swim a fair
distance in shark infested waters.
As we explored the island, PC
Gamer’s editor-in-chief Samuel
Roberts noticed our ship was moving.
The fourth crewmember had raised
anchor. This outsider was unknown
to us—for all we knew they were
called Gareth, Laura, or even Dave.

BLOW THE MAN DOWN
Samuel immediately accused this
Dave of boat theft, and initiated a
vote to teleport them to the brig. Tom
and I join in. Dave is locked up. For a
minute, we marvel at their gall, until I
realize they were just moving the
ship closer to harbor so we would
stop being murdered by sharks.
Samuel’s action against an innocent
person contributed to our downfall.
Dave, you see, was competent.
The rest of us were about 30 minutes
into our Sea of Thieves career, and yet
to ﬁgure out anything. It was
borderline irresponsible for the game
to give us control of a ship. I blame
Dave for being too imprisoned to
prevent our boat disaster. Is it a
coincidence that I crashed the boat
immediately after? I think not.
And that, your honor, is why this
wasn’t my fault. Wait… what do you
mean “guilty”?
MAY 2018
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N O W P L AY I N G
THE GAMES WE LOVE RIGHT NOW
Taking her for a test
drive in the shallows.

This is where the stalkers live.

“I’ve been lingering at the bottom of
the food chain for far too long”
Showing the fish who’s boss in SUBNAUTICA
he moment I learned
about the existence of
the PRAWN, I had to
have it. It’s a suit of
power armor that lets
you explore the depths of the
ocean, and has a pair of arms that
can be used to gather resources and
fight predators. My little Seamoth
can only dive to 200 meters before
it crumples like a can, but with the
PRAWN I could go as low as 900.

T

But building one takes work. To find
the blueprint for the suit, you have to
venture into the radioactive wreckage
of the Aurora: The ship you were on
before crash-landing on this water
world. Here, you’ll find a chamber
filled with broken suits that you can
scan. A dangerous task, especially
with all the fire, radiation, flooded
corridors, and hungry Cave Crawlers.
To make my way through the
Aurora I need to make sure I have
plenty of supplies: Food, water, health
packs. I’ll also need an extinguisher
for fires, a laser cutter for getting
through locked doors, and a knife to
deal with the Crawlers. Preparation is
essential in this game, especially
when you’re far away from your base.
Survival games often gate the best
stuff with busywork, and I rarely
90
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UNTESTED WATERS

A N D Y K E L LY
THIS MONTH
Built a suit of armor and
battered some fish.
ALSO PLAYED

Alpha Protocol

have the patience to stick with it. But
Subnautica’s world is so compelling
to explore that I’ll gladly toil for
anything that lets me journey deeper
into it. And the resource
requirements are generally pretty
low, meaning you don’t have to spend
hours gathering materials.
After finishing the blueprint and
escaping the wreck, I start grabbing
resources for my armor. Luckily I
have most of them already, stored in
floating crates near my escape pod.
The trickiest part is locating a ruby,
which I eventually find hiding among
the roots of a giant mushroom. I drop
a beacon should I ever need one
again. I’ll thank myself later.

THERE’S SOMETHING HUGELY
SATISFYING ABOUT BUILDING
STUFF IN SUBNAUTICA

It’s been a long road, but it’s time to
build a PRAWN. I’m genuinely
excited as I race back to the vehiclebuilding platform in my Seamoth,
pockets filled with all the required
ingredients. And when the completed
suit is dropped into the ocean, ready
for me to pilot, it doesn’t disappoint.
There’s something hugely satisfying
about building stuff in Subnautica.
You feel like you’ve earned it.
Near my base there’s a field of
kelp, which is a breeding ground for
predators called Stalkers. These guys
have been terrorizing me for hours,
and now it’s time for payback. I climb
into the PRAWN and test out its
hydraulic arms by punching them.
Subnautica is wonderfully nonviolent, but I’ve been at the bottom of
the food chain for far too long.
Besides, the Stalkers drop teeth
that I can use to make enameled
glass: a material required for my next
project, the Cyclops. This massive
submarine doubles as a mobile base,
with storage for my PRAWN,
however creating the blueprint will
take a lot of scanning. For now,
though, I’m content to just stomp
around in my shiny new power
armor, punching predators and
exploring the murky depths.

EXTRA LIFE
NOW PLAYING

I

UPDATE

I

MOD SPOTLIGHT

I

HOW TO

I

REINSTALL

I

MUST PLAY

“I just want to recreate one of those
lovely traveling montages”
Becoming a walker and longing for the mountains in SKYRIM
ike many Lord Of The
Rings fans, I have a
winter tradition of
rewatching the films.
Every year, I hear the
call of the mountains. I’m not sure
how else to describe it, but I get an
unquenchable urge to go hiking
through trees and wilderness to see
glorious rocky peaks that rise
proudly from the earth. Thankfully
Skyrim is great at fulfiling this need
for peaks and summits without me
having to go outside, but I
overplayed it years ago so just
playing the game won’t cut it. Even
mods don’t help, so I’ve found other
ways to fully immerse myself in the
colder corners of Tamriel.

L

I turn off the HUD so I don’t have
any navigational aids to steer me, and
because real hunters don’t have
crosshairs. I’m not interested in
heroics, I just want to recreate one of
those lovely traveling montages full of
beautiful scenery. And thus my life as
Anrelin Dorngrass, elven walking
enthusiast, begins.
With no markers hovering at the
top of my screen, bumping into ruins
or settlements feels more like a
discovery. I can see a village in the

DANIELLA LUCAS
THIS MONTH
Failed to pick up anything,
sobbed into her hands.
ALSO PLAYED

notice just how much is going on.
Rabbits hop gently through the grass,
while deer bend down to eat it. Off in
the distance, I can see an elk behind
some bushes, so I creep closer for a
better view… but it’s not an elk.

Final Fantasy XIV

BEAR DOWN
distance where something exciting
might happen, but I ignore it, opting
to stand by a lake and ﬁddle with the
audio settings until I only hear
birdsong and rustling leaves.
This is exactly what I wanted.
Embracing the sedate, I decide some
ﬂower-picking is in order. Though
without any crosshairs it’s difﬁcult to
pick anything up. I manage to pluck a
bee from the air at one point, but
what I wanted was the hive behind it.
Giving up on actually touching
anything, I decide to do some nature
spotting instead. By taking the time to
be still and watch my surroundings, I

MY LIFE AS ANRELIN
DORNGRASS, ELVEN WALKING
ENTHUSIAST BEGINS

Before I have the time to process
what’s happening, a ball of angry
brown fur is charging towards me. I
hadn’t prepared for a bear attack. I
manage to draw my bow, but with no
crosshairs I can’t land a hit. My
gentle walk is ruined, the bear
smacks me around while I try to use
up every healing item I have. Finally,
a scruffy stranger appears behind me,
and steps forward to my defense. For
a moment it feels like Aragorn
himself has turned up as he makes
brief work of my assailant.
I turn to my hero to thank him,
but he’s walking off, back on his
NPC’s path. His empty eyes look at
me as he spouts off something about
the Companions, and my immersion
breaks. Skyrim’s nature feels real
enough, but its people don’t. My Lord
Of The Rings urges have passed. I
only made it about 500 yards from
Helgen, but that’s more than enough
time for an adventure here.

The exact moment a
Companion saved me.

Found a cosy camping spot.
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FFXIV: STORMBLOOD—
PATCH 4.2: RISE OF A NEW SUN
Inventive raid battle design shows FFXIV ’s combat at its best. By Daniella Lucas
he thrilling war
featured in the latest
expansion might be
over, but the story
hasn’t ended there—
there’s still work to be done and
something sinister is starting to stir
in the Empire’s heartland.

T

With both cities of Ala Mhigo and
Doma rescued from oppression by
the Garlean Empire, they can now get
to rebuilding, but that doesn’t mean it
will be easy. We saw the trouble and
internal divides Ala Mhigo faced in
patch 4.1, but for 4.2 the Warrior of
Light’s attentions are required in the
East as a Garlean emissary extends
an unexpected olive branch of peace.
With a lot of politics and
posturing, this isn’t a particularly
exciting chapter addition to FFXIV’s
storyline, but it does a great job of
lining things up for bigger revelations
to come. The cogs are turning for the
next big expansion, and although the
revelations here are slight, they’re
pointing towards something huge.
This patch includes the latest raid
tier, Omega Sigmascape, in which you
take on a new set of Omega’s
simulations. This time around it’s a
love letter to FFVI, with some of the
most imaginative fights in the game
to date. You start by facing Phantom
Train, and while you can’t suplex it,
spectral forces will pull you into its
cabins. Following that, you tussle
with haunted painting Chadarnook,
which requires a lot of quick thinking
as you predict its moves, and the
ability-absorbing robot Guardian.
The main draw, however, has to
be the fight with the famously evil
clown Kefka. As one of the series’
most well-known villains it comes as
a real treat, and this battle manages
to convey his treacherous personality
perfectly. As a notorious prankster he
plays with some of the game’s
92
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Byakko—a white tiger god with
disturbingly handsome human
features. He’s the newest standalone
Primal fight as part of ‘The Four
Lords’ storyline. It starts out as a
fairly normal encounter, but partway
through it almost turns into a
bullet-hell shooter as you’re forced to
dance around angry red orbs that
swirl outwards while getting your
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RELEASE
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Square Enix
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fighting conventions, forcing you to
run into attacks you’ve spent the
whole game up to this point learning
to avoid. But only sometimes—you’ll
need to learn to figure out when he’s
lying. On normal difficulty, you can
easily spot the question marks that
hint at deception, but in the Savage
version you have to pay much closer
attention. Both levels make for
challenging fights that keep your
attention, and those who attempt the
harder mode will be treated to a
reveal that will send shivers through
diehard Final Fantasy fans.

IT ALMOST
TURNS INTO A
BULLET-HELL
SHOOTER

DANCING MAD
It’s not just Kefka who gets such
imaginative battle dynamics though,
the 4.2 patch also introduces us to

FA S H I O N F O R W A R D
Why raid when you can focus on looking good? We all know
glamor is the true endgame in FFXIV and the latest patch has
brought with it a new knitwear trend.

ALA MHIGAN
GOWN

WINTER
SWE ATER

ADVENTURING
SWE ATER

For when you want
to add some boho
chic to your
adventuring outfit.

For when you just
want to wrap up
warm and drink
hot chocolate.

For when the quest
can’t wait and you
need to take your
chocolate with you.

attacks to land. Between this and the
design of the latest tier of Omega
raids, this patch has included some of
FFXIV’s best combat yet.
While the raids are spectacular,
the two new dungeons fall flat. Hell’s
Lid has a fun bit of story and an
amazing volcanic setting, but the
fights are your standard dance of
dodging and pummelling things
down. The return to Fractal
Continuum with a hard mode is fine,
but you won’t remember much of it.
Fisticuffs aside, a new minigame
has been added to the Gold Saucer
alongside an update to the glamor
system. The Glamor Dresser helps
with storage woes, and Fashion
Report lets you test just how good
your taste in clothes is. They might
be small additions, but they add a lot
of depth for more casual players.
There’s a lot here for a single
patch, and while you might blast
through the story, the stellar battle
design in the raids makes up for it. In
fact, the combat alone is worth
coming back for if you’ve let your
subscription lapse, and is something
to look forward to and aim towards
for those just starting out.
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Now try to imagine Kefka
without the makeup.

I’m not sure why
this is happening.

Toot toot.
New character Asahi isn’t
what he seems.

Those glowing
images look familiar.
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MOD SPOTLIGHT
MAJOR MODS, ANALYZED
Rebirth incorporates third-party mods. The
huge Balmora Underground is one of these.

MORROWIND REBIRTH
This stupendous mod takes vanilla Morrowind and adds more of, well, everything. By Rick Lane
know few virtual
places as intimately as
Seyda Neen, the port
in the southwest of
Vvardenfell where
your Morrowind character begins
their adventures. I’ve fleshed out
dozens of characters in its Census
and Excise office, and I’ve bought
many a starting weapon at Arrille’s
Tradehouse. I’ve passed the
necromancer’s tower countless
times, and I’ve…

I

Hang on, that isn’t right. There’s no
necromancer’s tower on the outskirts
of Seyda Neen. Actually, I don’t recall
there being this many shacks
clustered on the coastline. And was
that shady-looking tavern with the
red lantern outside always there?
What in Vivec’s name is going on?
Such is the sensation of exploring
Vvardenfell with the Morrowind
94
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Rebirth mod installed. This enormous
mod remodels huge chunks of
terrain, expanding towns and adding
new dungeons and adventures
alongside swathes of other content. It
also achieves this with such a delicate
hand that, if you haven’t played
Morrowind for a while, you might
struggle to identify where the old
Morrowind ends and Rebirth begins.

LANDSCAPING
Morrowind Rebirth was first released
in 2011, starting out as a collection of
town-overhaul mods created by
trancemaster_1988. Since then the
mod has received 44 major updates
that basically give the topography of
the entire island a makeover, adding a
truly staggering amount of new and
modified places to explore.
Unsurprisingly, a large amount of
the mod’s focus is on expanding
towns and settlements. Almost every

scrap of civilization has been altered
in some way. Caldera, the Imperial
mining town northeast of Balmora,
has seen new buildings and shops
introduced within its walls, while the
perimeter has been remodeled to
include farmsteads with working
windmills. Meanwhile, the massive
city of Vivec has seen its entrance
area overhauled, with a range of
shops, houses, and warehouses added
near the Silt Strider port. Even tiny
villages, such as the northern outpost
Dagon Fel, have been expanded.
One of the towns that has received
the most attention is Balmora.
Rebirth’s interpretation has not one,
but two entirely overhauled
districts—one near the town’s south
gate, and the other on its northern
hillside. These include multiple new
merchant vendors, such as a Scroll
specialist and a seller of magical
clothes. Alongside trancemaster’s
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Even backwater villages like Dagon Fel
haven’t escaped Rebirth’s attention.

Ebonheart’s plaza has undergone a
significant redesign.

own work, Morrowind Rebirth
incorporates third-party mods, such
as Balmora Underworld, which adds a
vast subterranean market. Beneath
that lurks a labyrinthine Dwemer
ruin for players to plunder.
What’s particularly impressive
about these additions is how
seamlessly they fit into Morrowind’s
landscape. These new buildings
aren’t simply placed down wherever

IT DOESN’T FEEL
LIKE THE GAME
HAS BEEN MODDED.
IT’S MORE LIKE TIME
HAS SIMPLY MOVED ON
there’s space, trancemaster has
painstakingly molded the game’s
terrain to accommodate for them.
Beyond the game’s urban centers,
trancemaster has added various new
adventures and perils. These include
bandit camps to raid, and multiple
new dungeons, including a new
Daedric realm to explore, and unique
sights such as, err, mass graves.
It’s worth noting that Morrowind
Rebirth doesn’t add many quests. At
least, not ones that will be recorded
in your journal. Instead, Rebirth’s
adventures are less official, taking the
form of notes pinned to walls that
hint at the location of an item or a
stash of gold, or bounty hunters that
will track you down if the price for
your head reaches a certain
threshold. Rebirth also doesn’t make
significant changes to the game’s
visual prowess, although it does make

landscapes more varied, while adding
visual variety to recurring NPCs like
Imperial guards and skeletons.

get stuck, that’s what the difficulty
slider is there for.
What I like most about Morrowind
Rebirth is how natural all the
additions appear. It makes
Vvardenfell feel as if it has grown and
evolved during your absence, like
returning to your hometown after
years away, only without the
disappointment at discovering your
favorite coffee shop has been
replaced by yet another Starbucks. It
doesn’t feel like the game has been
modded. It’s more like time has
simply moved on. If you want to
know just how much has changed
while playing, however, keep an eye
out for hanging lanterns. These are
trancemaster’s calling card, and you
will be seeing them absolutely
everywhere you go.

RETURNING HOME
Alongside its many additions,
Morrowind Rebirth also makes a
massive number of balance changes.
Hundreds of mechanical values have
been tweaked, from the damage of
different weapons to the weight of
items, and the price of traveling via
Silt Strider. It’s impossible to go into
these in any great detail, but the
general effect makes leveling slightly
slower and the difficulty more
challenging. Personally, I always felt
Morrowind was slow and challenging
enough, but this does spread your
progress out more evenly across the
mod’s increase in scope. Plus, if you

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE!
Morrowind Rebirth makes significant changes to the layout of settlements
BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BUILDINGS

FOLIAGE

More buildings have been added, making the streets more
narrow and city-like.

Rebirth adds richer, more diverse plant-life to
Morrowind ’s world.

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

LANDSCAPE

LANTERNS

The terrain has been manipulated to make room for the
extra structures.

Lanterns are trancemaster’s calling card. If you’re seeing
lots, there’s a good chance that location’s been tweaked.
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HOW TO
GET MORE FROM YOUR GAMES

Take great

SCREENSHOTS
Become a better virtual photographer By Andy Kelly
NEED TO KNOW
DIFFICULTY
Medium
TIME
As long as you like
VITAL LINKS
Dead End Thrills:
www.deadend
thrills.com
Flickr:
www.flickr.com
Cinematic Tools:
www.cinetools.xyz

INSPIRATION

TIME OF DAY

FIELD OF VIEW

Before you start, study the work of
1
established photographers and be
inspired. Whether it’s the landscapes of
Ansel Adams, the portraits of Annie
Leibovitz, or the photojournalism of Steve
McCurry, you can learn a lot from them.

Shifting light in games with day/night
2
cycles can change the mood of a
scene. So bide your time, and wait for the
right moment to shoot. A location can look
uninspiring at midday, but transform into
something beautiful at dusk.

Widen the field of view of the in-game
camera to show more of a landscape
or large object and make it feel more
dramatic. But don’t go too far, or you’ll
create an ugly effect, making your image
look warped and unnatural.

3

DEPTH
OF FIELD
This lets you
focus on a
subject in the
foreground or
background,
blurring the rest of
the image. Adjust
the intensity of the
blur and the focal
point and you can
create some
impressive images,
but keep it subtle.

5

GET CLOSER
You can tighten your field of view to
focus on the smaller details too. Vistas
and sunsets are fun to shoot, but the little
things can be just as impressive, whether
it’s a flower, animal, or architectural flourish.

4

RULE OF
THIRDS
Mentally
divide your
scene up into a grid
of nine rectangles,
then make sure your
subject is placed
along the lines, or at
the points where
they meet. This
technique is the key
to achieving an
artful, balanced
composition.

6
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FILTERS
A lot of photo modes come with filters,
most of which are ugly and should be
avoided. But in some games you can adjust
the intensity of the filter, and it’s possible to
create some interesting, stylish effects.

7
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An example from my own archives

FOCAL
POINT
Using shallow depth of
field, I’ve made Bayek
and his horse the focal
point. Notice how
they’re sharper.

FOREGROUND
Flowers in the
foreground, blurred by
the depth of field effect,
give the image added
depth and a sense
of motion.

LIGHTING
I’ve adjusted the
camera so sunlight
leaks through the gap in
Bayek’s riding arm,
giving the image
some extra
texture.

POST-PROCESSING

PORTRAITS

EXPOSURE

But the best thing to do is take your
8
raw images into a graphics package
like Photoshop and tweak the brightness,
contrast, and color levels by hand. Even the
slightest tweak can make a huge difference
to the final composition.

Portrait photography is an entire
9
art form, but some good techniques to
remember include adjusting the depth of
field to make your subject the focal point of
the image and filling the frame with as much
of their face as possible.

In real life this technique determines
how much light reaches a camera lens
before the shutter goes off, which many
photo modes simulate. If an image feels like
it lacks punch, bump the exposure up a little
to make it sharper and brighter.

10

SHARE
YOUR WORK
Don’t keep
your photos
to yourself. Flickr is
a great, free way to
showcase photos at
high resolutions. Or
consider using
social media like
Twitter, Instagram,
or Tumblr, and
making use of
hashtags, to get
your work noticed.

12

OTHER TOOLS
If a game doesn’t have a photo mode,
there are often alternatives, whether
it’s Cheat Engine tables created by virtual
photographers, console commands, or .ini
file tweaks. Do some Googling.

11
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R E I N S TA L L
OLD GAMES, NEW PERSPECTIVES

Not quite a ‘wow’
moment but it’ll do!

THE ELDER SCROLLS IV: OBLIVION
Bumbling through Cyrodiil after 12 years away. By Philippa Warr
t was a shock to go
back to The Elder
Scrolls IV: Oblivion. I
hadn’t been prepared
for how dated the
world seems now. I remember it as
a vibrant, strange landscape which
filled the areas between massive
cities with wildlife and odd
buildings. In 2018 it is a sparse
place. There aren’t enough trees,
there aren’t enough textures, there
is a bit of bad weather that seems
rooted in place near Kvatch so you
can cause the rain to fall by walking
into it. It’s clunky and weird, but it
feels so good to be back.

I

Actually, before I got to the landscape
there was the escape route from the
cells. The Emperor joined me for that
bit, as fellow players will remember.
What you might not recall—because
98
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nostalgia is the flattering Instagram
filter of the brain—is that Uriel
Septim VII looked like he’d spent his
royal downtime investigating Real
Housewives Of Beverly Hills levels of
Botox. I’m also of the opinion that he
was wearing a hairpiece.
Obviously I say this with affection
because I would watch Royal House
Emperors of Cyrodiil every week
without fail. But it was a little
distracting until I sank back into the
Oblivion experience.

KVATCHING UP
Also distracting were the DLC quest
prompts which popped up on the
screen throughout my escape.
Sneaking through dank tunnels I
received a note about my horse
armor entitlement, there was a letter
claiming I’d been left a lair by a
long-lost relative, and a missive

begging for me to give aid to
Battlehorn Castle. If I hadn’t been in
a fantasy land I’d have assumed I’d
just got back into signal range after a
trip abroad, and my phone was
frantically chirping its way through
all the accumulated spam.
I guess the closest in-universe
explanation I could come up with
was a bunch of ghosts working as
flyer distributors for local retailers or
as intermediaries for fraudsters. I
mean, I’m fairly sure I’ve warned my
own parents not to reply to emails
from people claiming to have news of
lairs inherited from long-lost relatives
or demanding aid with the promise
of a castle in return.
Exiting the sewers I was
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By all means, stop for a chat
instead of running away.

The lovely warm glow of an
Oblivion gate.

I am not even going to ask.

wondering what would happen to
that ‘wow’ moment from 12 years
ago. I felt pretty sure it would no
longer be ‘wow’, but if Oblivion could
no longer look to graphical swishness
(technical term) for that emotional
beat, I was curious as to what
sensation would take its place.
What happened instead is that I
was struck by how sparse the world
seemed. That’s not actually a bad
thing because it changes the final
note of your escape from one of
embracing glorious freedom to a
muted exit into a muted world. Less
jubilation and more a ‘What now?’
which actually feels appropriate to
the sudden weight of responsibility

THE ELDER SCROLLS

1994

1996

The Elder
Scrolls: Arena

The Elder
Scrolls II:
Daggerfall

thrust upon you by the narrative.
The next few hours continued to
disintegrate the rosy veneer that
memory applies to beloved games. I
remember thinking of Cyrodiil as a
vibrant world full of strange
challenges when I first played. I still
got flashes of that—particularly when
catching sight of the stained-glass
windows in various chapels—but
generally the world had a slightly
muddy color palette, the faces looked
horrible and the objects were that
strange combination of indistinct
textures and jagged edges.

stilted and I do still have a peculiar
soft spot for how unnatural and
weird the speechcraft minigame is. In
case you haven’t encountered it, you
click on different quarters of a
rotating circle to apply varying
quantities of boasting, joking,
admiring and coercion to your
conversational partner. You spend
about 10% of these encounters feeling
successful and the rest trying to
minimize the harm you’re doing to
your relationship with this person.
I spent my first trip through an
Oblivion gate jogging backwards in
circles while flinging fireballs at
various villains. That was a failsafe
strategy for every single fight—lure

TALKING IN CIRCLES
Dialogue was generally entertainingly

Oblivion is technically number four, but how does the timeline really shake out?

Between
Daggerfall and
Morrowind was
Battlespire (a
standalone
game) and
Redguard (an
action
standalone).

2002
The Elder
Scrolls III:
Morrowind

The Tribunal
and Bloodmoon
expansions for
Morrowind
followed the
main game as
did Travels, a
handheld
series.

2006
The Elder
Scrolls IV:
Oblivion

Knights of the
Nine and
Shivering Isles
followed
Oblivion,
although its
most famous
DLC is that
horse armor.

2011
The Elder
Scrolls V:
Skyrim

Skyrim had the
Dawnguard,
Hearthfire and
Dragonborn
expansions.
Then Online
arrived,
followed by
Legends.
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R E I N S TA L L
OLD GAMES, NEW PERSPECTIVES
Who’s that trip trapping
on my bridge?

Handy!

There are some absolutely
lovely skies.

the scary person to the circular room
with the walkway round the edge
and then jog backwards, launching a
fireball when my mana was charged
enough. I feel like the Imperial guard
could really have bested Mehrunes
Dagon a lot quicker if they’d spent
more of their training learning how
to jog backwards in circles.
Anyway, something which has
remained the same over the last
decade or so is my desire to hoard. I
am currently overencumbered and
will continue to be overencumbered
at five-minute intervals for the rest of
the game. Oblivion, you see, claims to
be a game about thwarting a cult, but
is secretly an ongoing quest to figure
out how many wolf pelts you want to
keep hold of at any given time. For
me the answer is three. And two
skulls. And one tan jug. And a bear
pelt. And two ribcages.
In between overencumberings I
helped one of the Blades deal with a
cultist who was following him in a
suspicious fashion. Well, I say I
‘helped’. What actually happened is I
forgot how to get up from my chair
and accidentally stole some bar
snacks while jabbing the keyboard. I
then bumbled into the cellar while
100
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trying to divest myself of my stolen
property, ran in a circle by some
barrels, heard the Blade deal with the
spy and then looted the spy’s corpse.
Midway through the looting a city
guard arrested me for my stolen
snacks (studiously ignoring the
murdered man at his feet) and made
me walk back to the cellar from a
different part of the city. I was then
congratulated for my ‘effort’.
Next on the list of quests was
collecting all four volumes of the
Reader’s Digest Condensed Guide To
Hanging Out With Yer Lad

MASTER SPEECHCRAFT

Mehrunes Dagon. Volume three was,
the book dealer assured me,
impossible to find. Except for the
copy he had in the store right now on
order for someone else. I have
worked in a library before, and it
really feels like this dude is using
‘impossible to find’ in the, ‘I had to
interrupt my tea break to do an
advanced search on AbeBooks and
order it in—why can’t you leave me in
peace?’ sense of the phrase.
The fourth volume was actually
the trickiest because it involved a
tedious trip to the sewers and the

Talk like a ‘real’ person

1

If you need something
from an NPC which
cannot be obtained by
murder or pickpocketing, I
suppose you will have to
chat to them.

2

3

4

Each chunk moves one
space clockwise when
you select a tone. Mouse
over each tone to see how
much grimacing or smiling
the NPC does.

Open up the
cheesewheel of
conversations. There are
four chunks we use to
chat: Admire; Boast;
Coerce, and Joke.

Click the smiley
quarters when the big
chunks are in them and the
frowny quarters when the
small chunks are in them.
Just like a real chat.
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A vital flyer from the
horse armor shop.

THERE’S A QUEST INVOLVING A
RING OF BURDEN WHICH MADE
ME LAUGH UNEXPECTEDLY
death of my good friend,
Whatshisname. He possibly could
have survived if I hadn’t let him
whittle his own health bar down by
fighting crabs on my behalf because I
couldn’t be bothered.

GUILD TROUBLE
With the book collection in the bag, I
waited out some arcane research
timer by trying to join the Mage’s
Guild. One part of that project
involved me watching someone hack
someone else to death while I
loitered near a horse.
That then devolved into a weird
street brawl between two battlemages
and a woman wearing leather armor,
and then segued into a fight between
one battlemage, a woman in leather
armor, the woman in leather armor’s
ghost and an Imperial guard. I tried
to steal the horse while everyone was
busy fighting but I couldn’t work out
how, and thus trundled back off to

the town on foot to tell the guild
there of my resounding ‘success’.
There was also some idiot who
had stolen a mage’s staff with the
excuse that he did it because he
fancied her. Pal, that nonsense didn’t
work in kindergarten, and it certainly
doesn’t work now that you’re old
enough to be prosecuted for it.
Anyway, he explained that the crime
hadn’t paid off (duh), and the mage
didn’t like him (double duh), and that
the only solution was to sell the
stolen property (what?).
The Mage’s Guild has all the worst
problems. That said, it did remind me
that Oblivion is capable of rather dark
comedy. For example, there’s a
Mage’s Guild quest involving a Ring
of Burden which made me laugh
unexpectedly. On the quest front I’m
also saving the Dark Brotherhood
murder party quest ‘Whodunit?’ as a
special treat.
When I returned to the Arcane
University with all my mage
recommendations, I bumped into the
Argonian Tar-Meena and remember
that the main quest existed. She told
me that the Reader’s Digest
Condensed Guide to Hanging Out
With Yer Lad Mehrunes Dagon was

just a plaintext cipher, and that the
first word of each paragraph
explained where I needed to go.
I will confess that I had a Miss
Marple audiobook on for part of this
questline, and thus I rocked up at the
Mythic Dawn cave HQ place with
zero sense of the quest at hand.
Apparently it was the stealth one. I
found that out by absentmindedly
killing the first person I saw, and
blowing my cover in the first minute
of the encounter. I also tried to nap
on the sacrificial altar and forgot that
I had useful potions which would
have assisted in the fight.
All of this has led to me taking a
big old book to not-quite-Emperor
Martin in his nest on top of a
mountain. At this point I really do
wish I could give him the benefit of
my extra 12 years of wisdom. “Marty,”
I’d say. “Marty, the thing is—and
forgive me for spoilering the next
week of your life—but you’re secretly
a god and can transform into a
dragon, so maybe you can take care
of things from this point.”
Alas, there was no Real Talk DLC
for Oblivion, and thus I must deal
with a little more arcane faffing while
Martin figures himself out.
MAY 2018
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EXTRA LIFE
NOW PLAYING

I

UPDATE

JOHN
STRIKE

My gaming library’s a
rich base of retro
covered in a
sprinkling of
contemporary mods,
with one generous
dollop of PUBG
unceremoniously
plonked on top.

I

MOD SPOTLIGHT

I

HOW TO

I

REINSTALL

I

MUST PLAY

JUMP OVER POCHINKI

WEAR SUNSCREEN

GROW A BEARD AGAIN

PLAYERUNKNOWN’S
BATTLEGROUNDS

TIBERIAN SUN:
TWISTED INSURRECTION

BLACK MESA

www.playbattlegrounds.com

www.twistedinsurrection.net

If you haven’t played this by now,
or at least watched a man with a
handlebar moustache play this whilst
shouting, where have you been?
PUBG somehow manages to make a
hardcore game entertaining for
casual drop-ins, and is one of the
best games to play with friends.

This ongoing standalone mod
benefits massively from the legacy of
Red Alert 2 and turns Tiberian Sun
on its head. Vehicles, maps,
campaigns, and explosions are all
bigger and better, and it offers plenty
of its own ingenuity. It’s a dazzlingly
detailed must-have for C&C fans.

www.blackmesasource.com

BIN THE BAD APPLES

MUST

BATTLEFIELD 4
www.bit.ly/battlefield4pc

Let’s face it, who wants to attack
objectives called ‘apples’ and ‘butter’
in Battlefield 1? If you’d rather some
high-octane action in choppers and
tanks instead of co-ordinating an
attack against Mary Berry’s favorite
strudel recipe, then BF4 is well worth
a reinstall. Do it while there are still
active servers!

P L AY
A PERSONAL LIST
OF THE BEST
GAMES YOU CAN
PLAY RIGHT NOW
by John Strike

www.bit.ly/maxpaynepc

From its poetic graphic novels to
its John Woo-inspired bullet time,
Max Payne is an absolute classic.
The graphics haven’t aged as well as
its sequel, of course, but the original
offers a more serious tone and less
ludicrous action. Expect some
memorable setpieces and one very
constipated face.

TRE AD HE AVILY

SHOOT SOME NAZIS

RELEASE THE HOUNDS

DEAD SPACE

RETURN TO CASTLE
WOLFENSTEIN

C&C: RED ALERT

2008’s original sci-fi horror is my
favorite of the series. Turn the lights
off and step back into the stamping
boots of Isaac Clark, an engineer
unlucky enough to be alone on a ship
full of Necromorphs. Ingeniously,
there’s no traditional heads-up
display to hold your hand, which adds
to the feeling of isolation and despair.

MAY 2018

DOSE UP ON PAINKILLERS

MAX PAYNE

www.bit.ly/deadspacepc
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What better way to revisit the
biggest game on PC than by playing
it with the engine of its sequel. Black
Mesa lets you enjoy Half-Life’s story
without having to endure its dated
graphics. Expect all-new music, voice
acting, and extra dialogue—oh, and
let’s see if you can remember where
the headcrabs are!

www.bit.ly/redalertonline
www.bit.ly/rtcwpc

Told through what is now a very
sad-looking Quake 3 engine, RTCW is
one of my oldest and goldest. The
thrilling castle breakout reminds me
of watching old war films like Where
Eagles Dare with my grandad on a
Sunday. It’s a game I can pick up and
play any day, and I always enjoy it.

If you love tank rushes across
undetectable minefields, Red Alert is
worth revisiting. Best played in
nightlong marathons, its moreish
attraction is still prevalent in both its
campaign and online skirmishes. Its
cutscenes are probably as bad as
you remember but in the best way
possible. Also, it has dogs.

INTRODUCING

Get more from us every month
W H AT Y O U G E T

DIGITAL MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION*
Get PC Gamer magazine delivered to your
phone or tablet each month.

FREE GAME KEYS

FREE DIGITAL BOOK

A free Steam key in your inbox, each month,
from partners like BundleStars.com, as well as
dibs on betas and other offers.

Instantly receive a free copy of the PC Gamer
RPG Handbook, packed with 148 pages of
great features.

AD-FREE SITE

HANG OUT WITH US!

OWN TUB GERALT FOREVER

Enjoy a faster, more serene reading experience
of pcgamer.com on desktop and mobile.

Join our private Discord server, and chat with
PC Gamer editors.

Bonus desktop and phone wallpapers featuring
this exclusive, rarely-seen image of Geralt.

*with Android or iOS only

SIGN UP NOW AT CLUB.PCGAMER.COM

UPGRADE

GROUP
TEST
By Ed Chester

PREBUILT RIGS
No need to build your own PC
104
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HARDWARE
Group Test

Q&A
Big brand or local
builder?—UK only
You’ve two main choices.
You can either go with a
big-name brand, or a more
local system builder. The big
names can be cheaper, but
offer less tailored support
and shorter warranties.
Local system integrators
tend to use off the shelf
parts too, so they’re easier
to upgrade later.
What size?
Buying a pre-built PC is a
good opportunity to get a
purpose-built, compact
system. However, going
small may limit your options
for future upgrades. It’s all
about how much you
prioritize desktop space—if
your PC’s too big, it can
always go under your desk.
AMD/Intel/Nvidia?
Even restricted, pre-built
systems will offer a range of
components. It comes down
to personal preference and
budget as to which you
choose. As always for
gaming, you’ll want to
prioritize graphics
performance over just about
everything else.
What other components?
A fast SSD is a must, and
you’ll probably want it to be
joined by a large hard drive
for all your bulk data. At
least a quad-core CPU is also
essential, plus you should
keep an eye out for what
RAM is being used—ideally
you’ll want it faster than the
standard 2133MHz DDR4.

Dictionary
Small form factor (SFF)—a
PC or case that it is smaller
than the usual desktop
tower. There are also small
form factor power supplies
and motherboards.

F

orget building your
PC. This month we’re
delving into the world
of pre-built gaming
PCs to see what sort
of performance and features you
can get by letting someone else do
all the hard work.

There’s plenty of choice out
there, but to keep things simple
we’ve grabbed three of the big
brand systems to see what you’re
getting. Whether you’re looking
to spend big or balance the books
with a bargain, one of these three
should fit the bill.

All-in-one cooler—These
are CPU coolers that use
liquid to pull heat from the
CPU and out via a radiator.
Overclocking—several PC
components can be cranked
up beyond their default
settings to get even more
performance. Normally
this is a DIY procedure, but
some systems come
pre-overclocked.
MAY 2018
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1

HP OMEN X

ALIENWARE AURORA R7

www.hp.com $2,500

www.alienware.com $1,333

The HP Omen X is an interesting beast, and ‘beast’
really is the word. This thing is 504mm wide and weighs
in at 28kg. The result is a machine that dominates
wherever you choose to put it.

Alienware is perhaps the best-known gaming PC brand
thanks to its iconic design. However, it’s not safe from
controversy, with the locked-down nature of its systems
being something that has put some enthusiasts off.

1

Subtle it isn’t, then, but it works. The front section
with its illuminated grid pattern looks particularly
good, especially when the lighting’s set to react to
the load on your system.
HP has also thought about access and
upgradeability. You can easily open the top to reveal
the motherboard while four drive bays are
accessible from the side. Not that you’ll be wanting
to make any changes while in its one-year warranty
period, but from there on in you’re free to tinker.
As for the hardware, it’s a bit long in the tooth.
HP sent us an older spec that includes a Core
i7-6700K and GeForce GTX 1080. It also has a
256GB NVMe SSD and a 2TB hard drive.
That will power through most things you throw
at it, but it can’t keep up with rigs based on the
latest hardware. A spec with a 7700K and GTX 1080
Ti is available but there’s no 8700K version yet.
There’s a lot of potential here but for
its price this machine just doesn’t
deliver enough performance.

65%
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2

That restricted build style is still evident, with the
Aurora being an awkward case to get into, making
future upgrades of anything but the storage and
RAM difficult. Overclocking is also not an option.
Still, there’s a lot to like. The small form factor
case is more compact than most desktop PCs, plus
it looks good too. The inclusion of illuminated stripes
on the side panels really elevates the whole thing.
It’s nice to see it includes a few extras, too. On
the top-front edge are USB and audio ports, and
Dell has even found room to squeeze in a DVD
drive—sadly, though, not a Blu-ray one. The PC also
includes a decent keyboard and mouse.
Meanwhile, inside you get a host of powerful
components. A Core i7-8700 processor is joined by
a GeForce GTX 1080, a speedy 240GB NVMe SSD
and a 1TB hard drive.
That’s a balanced spec that’s impressive for the
price. If you want a compact, hassle free
PC, it’s not a bad option. Just don’t
expect to be able to tinker with it.

80%

HARDWARE
Group Test

STACKED UP
PRICE ($) CPU
Cinebench R15
(points)
Single
Multi

1

Higher is better

GRAPHICS
Gaming
(fps)
1440p
1080p

SSD
CrystalDiskMark
(MB/s)
Write
Read

Higher is better

Higher is better

HP Omen X

2

2500
899

177

154

109
1,286

2

3

2,212

Alienware Aurora R7
1333
1,351

178

155

111

3

345

2,531

Lenovo Legion Y720
650
1,618

161
70

51
1,164

3,220

ESSENTIALS
CPU

GPU

SSD

Hard drive

1

Intel
i7-6700K

Nvidia GTX
1080

256GB

2TB

2

Intel
i7-8700

Nvidia GTX
1080

240GB

1TB

3

LENOVO LEGION Y720

AMD R7
1800X

AMD RX570
4GB

256GB

1TB

www.lenovo.com $650
The Lenovo Legion is available in various
configurations that amount to three times the price of
this one, but here we’ve got one of the cheapest versions
you can get.

3

If you were to go to your local system builder and
ask them to put together a $650 gaming PC, you’d
expect a rather flimsy bargain basement case.
Here, though, it feels really solid, and there are a
few niceties, like some subtle lighting on the front
and a quick-release side panel.
As for the spec, Lenovo’s choice of an AMD
Ryzen 7 1800X CPU and Radeon RX570 4GB GPU
isn’t ideal. A Ryzen 5 1500X and Radeon RX 580
would’ve been a more appropriate combination.
That said, graphics card prices are so strange
right now that just the 1800X and RX570 bought
separately would cost you more than this PC.
Therein lies one of the key benefits of buying an off
the shelf, big brand system like this.
In our benchmarks this imbalance is too obvious,
as the CPU gets the highest multi-core score in
cinebench but by far the lowest FPS in games.
All told, it’s a great value system, but
would really benefit from a graphics
card upgrade down the line.

85%
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T EC H
REP O RT

PRICED OUT
Why crypto mining has doubled GPU values

S

omething very strange is happening to the
graphics card market. Prices of current
generation Nvidia cards, like the GTX 1070
and GTX 1060, aren’t just more expensive
than they were at launch in 2016—they’ve
doubled. It’s a similar story for AMD’s latest batch of
Vega cards. This would be bad enough for gamers, but
major retailers have such low stocks of them that even
if you wanted to shell out double the RRP for a new
graphics card, you’d have a job ﬁnding one.

The problem is cryptocurrency. As well as spawning all
manner of self-satisfied millionaires who hold the keys to vast
fortunes on flash drives, and love to tell people how many
fractions of a penny one bitcoin was worth when they bought
theirs, it’s tanked the graphics card market.
That’s because graphics cards offer a method of
generating these currencies —a process known as ‘mining’.
Mining works like this: Cryptocurrencies rely on the
computational power of their users’ machines to process and
verify transactions. If you run a mining program, and there are
many people out there who do, you’re chipping in on the
gargantuan task of processing a global currency’s live trading.
The more you help the market, the more of that
cryptocurrency you can acquire as a result of your machine’s
hard work. Hence: Mining.
108
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That’s the theory. In practice it’s actually quite tough to
make money solely from mining. Estimates in 2014 were that
it takes about 71,123 weeks, or 1,367 years, for one person to
successfully mine one lone bitcoin. That hasn’t dissuaded
people, though. Given that one bitcoin is worth around $9,800
as I write this (it most definitely won’t be when you read this as
it fluctuates wildly) after a major slump, even a small fraction
of a bitcoin still holds value. Enough value to attract miners in
their thousands, working individually or in networks. But for
most the margins are slim. If you’re earning 0.00001406
bitcoins per week, the electricity cost of actually running your
machine starts to negate the potential payout.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
What do you need to mine cryptocurrencies, exactly? Which
particular component offers you a huge amount of
computational power? Exactly. It turns out that powerful
gaming graphics cards are also really good at crunching away
at computational mining stuff, too. And in much the same way
that two heads are better than one, a pair of Nvidia GTX 1080s
whirring away in SLI for their crypto-mad maniacal master are
more effective than a single card. People even build ‘farms’,
you know. Top-end gaming rigs lining the walls as far as the
eye can see. Probably.
In simple terms, this means that in the last couple of years
there have been two distinct and identifiable groups vying for

Power
tools
Cryptocurrency
mining is one
option for using
your PC’s
processing
power. You can
also donate that
power to other
projects. For
example, SETI@
home searches
for evidence of
extra-terrestrial
life, sending data
for analysis on
home PCs.

HARDWARE
Tech Report

LEFT: AMD’s
sub-$500 RX Vega 64
now sells for nearly
double that figure at
some retailers.

A LT E R N AT I V E FA C T S

Hungry for an upgrade? Here’s what else to buy

1 STORAGE

2 CASES

SSDs are the best thing to happen to
PC gaming since Half-Life. And now,
they’re cheaper than ever.

Using a case from 2003? This is the
time for a makeover. That Windows XP
sticker has seen better days.

a product that is primarily intended for just one. And the laws
of supply and demand are pretty clear when such an event
crops up: When the demand goes up, the prices go up. Right
up, in fact.
It started with the high-end cards, like Nvidia’s GTX 1080
and AMD’s RX Vega 64. Miners bought those models so
extensively that, for long periods, both manufacturers
struggled to meet the intense demand. The rumored low
yields on 16nm and 14nm chips—aka the proportion of chips
that have to be thrown in the bin as part of the fiddly
production process—also contributed to the shortage, but
mostly we can blame it on the cryptocurrency miners. These
miners then cast their gaze
further down the graphics
card hierarchy and
subsequently bought AMD
RX Vega 56s and GTX 1060s
and 1050s, all of which have
also roughly doubled in value
since their release.
If you track prices of
several popular Nvidia graphics cards over the last 12 months,
you’ll find consistent spikes across the board. The GTX 1060,
for example, sold via third-party sellers for $249 when it
launched, and 17 months later it escalated up to a high of
$750 on January 15, 2018. Seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Third-party models of the GTX 1070 were once priced as low
as $352 in April 2017, and reached a high of $1,090 on—once
again—January 15, 2018. The GTX 1080 has seen just as
ridiculous a spike. Third-party sellers had it priced at a low of
$520 in May 30, 2017. They’re now selling for—okay, you
should probably sit down for this—$1,793. Amazon’s price
history hasn’t fluctuated as dramatically, but even there the

3 MEMORY

Upgrading RAM won’t break the
bank. Even if the difference isn’t a
massive one, it’ll help with a bottleneck.

4 SCREENS

If you want to go big with your
spending, why not give a new monitor
some thought?

graphs don’t taper gently downwards, as you’d expect to see
with a graphics card over time.

SALT MINES
Prices have been on the increase since mid-2017, but it wasn’t
until December—well, after Black Friday and Cyber Monday—
that the figures skyrocketed. The increase has been sharp
enough that you can reasonably expect a fall some time soon;
all bubbles burst eventually. The fact this hasn’t happened yet
(as of late January 2018) means that there’s never been a
worse time to upgrade your graphics card, and, conversely,
never a better time to sell your used one—as long as it’s
decent. It’s conceivable to
even sell for a profit, which
may well be a first since
discrete graphics cards have
inhabited beige boxes.
Pushing back any upgrade
plans isn’t the only way
cryptocurrency mining is
hampering your performance,
though. There’s also ‘cryptojacking’ to consider. With
depressing inevitability, PCs across the world are being
targeted by covert web mining programs that install
themselves on unwitting users’ machines and do some
mining for a nefarious type on the other side of the globe. Even
YouTube got in hot water lately when it was revealed that
certain ads they served contained these web miners. So if you
notice your performance levels dropping, it might be worth
running a scan using a trusted and up-to-date anti-malware
program. And if you’ve read all this thinking mining sounds like
a good idea, remember: 1,367 years.

IN PRACTICE IT’S ACTUALLY QUITE
TOUGH TO MAKE MONEY SOLELY
FROM MINING

Phil Iwaniuk
MAY 2018
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YOUR NEXT PC

BUYER’S GUIDE
Build the best PC for your budget

ADVANCED

MID-RANGE

BUDGET

KEY
Budget build

Mid-range build

Advanced build

PC gaming is for everyone. Pick the parts you want to
build a new, well-rounded PC for a good price.

You want to run every new game at 1080p 60fps. This
recommended build will see you through.

You’re looking for the best PC on the market and
superior components. But you still want to spend smart.
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HARDWARE

MOTHERBOARD

Z370-A Pro

PROCESSOR

Core i3-8100

GRAPHICS CARD

GTX 1060 3GB

MEMORY

Ripjaws V Series 8GB
(2x4GB)—2400

POWER SUPPLY

500BQ

SSD

Buyer’s Guide

A400 120GB

MSI $100
What better place to start than with MSI’s
Z370-A Pro. With plenty of expandability, it’s
perfect for any entry rig.

Intel $109
Intel’s new Coffee Lake processors add an
additional two cores to the lineup. Think of
this as a Core i5 processor, but cheaper.

EVGA $270
Its prices are haywire due to cryptocurrency
mining, but this is still the best deal you can
get right now.

G.Skill $87
Memory prices are horrendous right now,
however, this 8GB 2400 MHz kit is perfect.

EVGA $53
It may be cheap, but this 500W PSU is more
than enough to handle any budget build. This
rig only draws 269W at maximum load, too.

HDD
CASE

VP247HA

Western Digital $40
One terabyte of old-fashioned hard storage
is the perfect home for all of your media,
backups, and AAA titles.

Bitfenix $38
The Neos provides decent airflow, good
support for 3.5-inch hard drives, and a fairly
painless build experience.

EN NEW
TR
Y

Asus $116
1080p and 24 inches is a perfect match for
that GTX 1060 GPU. Expect an easy 60fps in
all of your titles, in crisp clear HD perfection.

Cougar $35
Smart design, hybrid mechanical switches,
splashproof exterior, and three backlighting
color options make this a good pick.

SteelSeries $30
SteelSeries’ Rival lineup is ideal for those
looking to get a quality gaming mouse at a
respectable price.
EN NEW
TR
Y

HEADSET

T O TA L
$968

450K

Rival 100

MOUSE

Enjoy 1080p gaming without
breaking the bank

Neos

KEYBOARD

BUDGET
BUILD

Caviar Blue 1TB 7200rpm

DISPLAY

Kingston $50
A 120GB SSD will help with some zippy boot
times without breaking the bank. Just don’t
go installing too many games on here.

Cloud Stinger
HyperX $40
We love the HyperX Cloud, but at $40 it’s too
much for an entry-level system. The Cloud
Stinger is the next best thing.

MAY 2018
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HARDWARE

MOTHERBOARD

Core i5-8400

MSI $133
This is a nice-looking bit of kit at a good
price. Couple that with two M.2 slots, and it’s
the perfect place to house that Core i5.

MasterLiquid Lite 240

COOLER

Dark Rock 3

MEMORY

CoolerMaster $550
This 240mm, dual-fan, all-in-one liquid CPU
cooler is ludicrously cheap, but performs
well and stays quiet, too.

Ballistix Sport LT 16GB
(2x8GB)—2666

POWER SUPPLY

EN NEW
TR
Y

Intel $190
Intel’s latest boasts six of its Coffee Lake
cores, with great single-core performance. It
even gives last-gen’s i7 a run for its money.

RMx 650W

SSD

GRAPHICS CARD

Z370 Tomahawk

PROCESSOR

Buyer’s Guide

850 EVO 250GB

be quiet! $45
We’re pairing one of Be Quiet!’s great Dark
Rock 3 coolers for our Core i5-8400, and
knocking a chunk off the price.

Crucial $177
This is the cheapest 2666 16GB kit out there,
and perfect for any midrange build.

Corsair $81
Nothing like having a quality power supply.
Get a decent cable kit for this one, and you
can easily spice up your rig.

T O TA L
$1,817
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HDD
CASE

AGON AG251FZ

EN NEW
TR
Y

Phanteks $78
The clean lines, intuitive build features, and
fantastic price cements the Eclipse as our
midrange case of choice.

AOC $300
Not only does this 1080p monitor have a
lightning-fast 240Hz refresh rate, but it
produces decent image quality, too.

KEYBOARD

Our recommended build for
playing the latest games

Eclipse P400S TG

Western Digital $40
SSDs are great, but they’re still far from
cheap. This 1TB HDD will hold as many
games as you can handle.

Alloy FPS Cherry MX Blue

MOUSE

MID-RANGE
BUILD

Caviar Blue 1TB 7200RPM

DISPLAY

Samsung $83
Samsung retains its top spot on the SSD pile
with the fantastically priced, very speedy
850 EVO. Still the best price/performance.

Castor

HyperX $90
This crisp keyboard from HyperX ticks all the
right boxes. It may lack RGB, but those clicky
keys will keep you happy for years.

Mionix $50
Mionix’s Castor is a dream to use, supportive
like a glove. With clutter-free software and an
optical sensor, it’s hard to go wrong.

HARDWARE

MOTHERBOARD

Crosshair VI Hero

PROCESSOR

Ryzen 7 1800X

GRAPHICS CARD

GTX 1080 Ti Strix

COOLER

Kraken X62

MEMORY

Vengeance LED RGB 32GB - 3200

POWER SUPPLY

HX750i 80 Plus Platinum

SSD

Buyer’s Guide

960 Evo 250GB M.2 PCIe SSD

Asus $220
Asus’s Crosshair VI Hero provides a stable
backbone for any would be early adopter
looking to join the red core revolution.

AMD $300
The 1800X, combined with 32GB of
3200 MT/s, dominates both single and
multi-core tasks with ease.

Asus $850
This is the height of efficiency. Silent and well
equipped to dissipate heat, the 1080 Ti GPU
will power any title you throw at it.

NZXT $130
The Kraken is the culmination of three of our
favorite things: An infinity mirror, a 280mm
radiator, and slick braided cooling.

Corsair $390
Ryzen is the one processor that does benefit
hugely from higher frequency memory. This
kit is perfect for any would-be video expert.

Corsair $120
Modular, custom cable kits, and a platinum
efficiency rating. What’s not to love about
this Corsair PSU? Nothing, that’s what.

SSD 2

T O TA L
$3,540

CASE

T O TA L
£2,862

DISPLAY

Go above and beyond with a PC
powerful enough to end worlds

Enthoo Evolv ATX TG

AGON AG271QG

KEYBOARD

ADVANCED
BUILD

MX300 1.1TB SSD

K70 LUX RGB

MOUSE

Samsung $110
A cost-effective OS drive delivering
sequential read and write speeds of
3200MB/s and 1500MB/s respectively.

Rival 700

Crucial $220
At 1TB, this SSD from Crucial is fantastic
value, and more than big enough for all of
your AAA gaming titles.

Phanteks $160
The 5mm thick aluminium panels resonate
with svelte professionalism, and the interior
makes building inside this a dream.

AOC $615
It’s a lot cheaper than Asus’s PG279QG, and
we can’t tell why. 165Hz, IPS, G-Sync, 4ms
response... this is the perfect screen.

Corsair $160
Even when money is no object it’s hard to
argue against Corsair’s latest K70. A no-fuss,
solid piece of aluminium craftsmanship.

SteelSeries $65
Swappable sensors, back plates, 3D printed
rear guards, and an OLED display. The most
comfortable, adaptive mouse we’ve used.
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